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ABSTRACT

Silicon photonics is an emerging platform that promises to revolutionize integrated optics. This is
expected to happen by inheriting the cost-effective, very large scale integration capabilities from
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process. The compatibility with CMOS also
merges the electronics and photonics world in a single platform. While electronics are key for
computations, photonics are key for communications. While the computations within a micro-
processor was scaling, the communication scaling was limited by high-cost and high-power
optical interconnects. The communication bottlenecks in micro-processors, data-centers, super-
computers and tele-communications industry indicated a challenge for energy-efficient and low
power optical interconnects for the last decade. This challenge have produced preliminary key
silicon photonics components, including on-chip lasers, low-loss silicon waveguides, high-speed
silicon modulators and detectors. However, the holistic approach was not used for addressing the
needs for photonic components, photonics and electronics integration.

Here, we demonstrate two major breakthroughs. First one is an ultralow power intrachip
electronic-photonic link. This photonic link required to find efficient ways to realize active photonic
filters, modulators, transmitters, detectors and receivers that operate with close to single femto-
joule energy while tackling wafer-scale fabrication and thermal variations. To integrate these
photonics components with electronics with little to no excess energy consumption, a seamless
interface between electronics and photonics wafers was introduced, through-oxide-vias (TOVs).
When the electronic-photonic integration was complete with TOVs, a communication link that
operate at 5Gb/s with an energy consumption as low as 250fJ/bit, is demonstrated. Second,
second-order nonlinear effects were missing in silicon due to its crystalline symmetry. The
crystalline symmetry of silicon is broken with an applied DC field, generating second-order
nonlinear susceptibility in CMOS compatible silicon photonics platform. The field induced second-
order nonlinear effects are demonstrated in the form of DC Kerr effect and second harmonic
generation in silicon.

Thesis Supervisor: Michael R. Watts
Title: Professor Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 The silicon photonics and my contributions

We will define silicon photonics is the field that has access to silicon waveguides in silicon

integrated-circuit technology. The silicon is the most engineered material to date and there will

be still discoveries we will make in this thesis. However, the silicon is rather beneficial when the

market demand and volume is large (i.e. electronics). In such markets, the benefits of large

volume manufacturability and high yield might revolutionize and the economies of scale can

play a huge role for the future of the silicon photonics platform. However, in order to realize

very large scale integration (VLSI) of silicon photonics, the hurdles in this platform should be

resolved similar to electronics industry fifty years ago. The photonic devices should be

optimized and standardized and the building blocks should be created to create complex

systems.

One challenge is to maintain compatibility with complementary-metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) process while forming basic functional blocks to generate, transmit,

manipulate, process, convert and receive light. The media in this platform is limited to a rather

short list; silicon, silicon nitride, silicon oxide, germanium, rare-earth doped oxides and

phosphates. This requirement eliminates the use of polymers and Ill-V materials for now.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

However, IlIl-V materials are starting to appear in state-of-the-art CMOS nodes. In this thesis, we

will invent and optimize photonic devices needed for basic functional blocks to transmit,

manipulate, convert and receive light. Due to interest from telecommunications and

datacommunications industry, silicon photonics were targeted for replacing existing optical

interconnects with faster, cost-effective and energy-efficient counterparts. This will be a partial

motivation to this thesis. However, these building blocks can also realize other possible

applications such as phased arrays, nonlinear optics and optical parametric oscillators. The

enablers for these conditions are low cost access to high resolution and precision lithography,

high index contrast and polarization maintaining single mode operation, advanced ion

implantation capabilities.

The fabrication over large wafers with features defined with 10% accuracy in height and

width are possible. Silicon in buried oxide is transparent over a large wavelength range from

-1.1pm to A-3pm and the loss of silicon waveguides can be extremely small (1.2dB/m 1 ,

2.7dB/m- 2 3 ) if the line edge roughness can be controlled. Line edge roughness is minimized if

the layer height is small. In fact, typical height of silicon layer (<300nm) is smaller than the single

mode maximally confined width of the silicon waveguide (>400nm) in this platform. Combined

with the large index contrast of silicon to buried oxide, the aspect ratio of the waveguide also

gives the polarization maintaining properties. This enables typical bend radius of 3pm and as

low as 1.5pm to be acceptable for many applications. In contrast, the minimum bend radius of

typical fibers and special fibers are 3.2cm 4 and 7mm-1 , respectively. This is 3-to-4 folds

improvement in footprint. The CMOS area is expensive and systems will require 1 00s to 1 000s

optical elements in an optical system that makes the footprint quite important.
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We have not discussed active functionalities within this platform. The fact that CMOS

processes have access to state-of-the-art ion implantation systems, enable forming resistors,

diodes, capacitors within the silicon waveguides. The tight integration of these electrical

circuits into the silicon waveguides can alter the temperature and doping concentration and

electric field locally. Given the maximal mode confinement in silicon waveguides, those

changes can be converted efficiently in compact devices. Here, the small footprint is important

for device physics, lowering thermal conductance, decreasing electrical capacitance and

resistance. Since silicon has a large electrical conductivity, the thermal conductivity and

thermo-optic coefficient is also quite large'.67.The low thermal conductance helps to localize

temperature change in silicon waveguides and achieve low energy thermal phase shifters. The

diodes are used to alter the material composition by varying the depletion width. The change

in depletion width alters the plasma frequency and refractive index'18-9. This effect is used to

form initial electro-optic devices in silicon. We will explain in detail how to understand and

maximize these effects in silicon in the following chapters. Thermo-optic effects in silicon

photonics will be the focus of chapter 2. The electro-optic effects in silicon photonics will be

the focus of chapter 4. Since silicon is transparent in data and tele communication wavelengths,

detection will require a material with a bandgap in that wavelength range. Fortunately,

germanium that is being used in CMOS processes for straining the gate of transistors, had a

bandgap around A-1.55pm. After solving problems of epitaxial growth of germanium on

silicon lattice, germanium photodetectors are demonstrated in this platform. However, the

impedance mismatch between germanium (nge=4.3) and silicon (nsi=3.48) has to be resolved

to efficiently couple into these devices. This will be the focus of chapter 3.
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Further, high confinement of light in silicon waveguides enable increased optical power

density and nonlinear effects in silicon should be enhanced. This was the case for all-optical

processes 1014. However, the lack of second-order nonlinear effects such as Pockel's effect and

second harmonic generation in LiNbO3 in silicon platform introduced difficulty for electro-optic

effects. The plasma-dispersion electro-optic effect18 in silicon is quite small and independent

of the applied electric field. This effect introduced also linearity issues in modulators that

induce simultaneous phase and loss changes instead of inducing a linear refractive index

change with voltage. This is rather important for coherent communications and analog

applications. In chapter 5, we are making a breakthrough to resolve this problem. We are

introducing a large DC field to break crystalline symmetry. In fact, this converts third order

nonlinear susceptibility to second order nonlinear susceptibility. We are demonstrating second

harmonic generation and DC Kerr electro-optic effect using the field induced second order

nonlinearity".

1.2 Ultralow power optical interconnects

In chapters 2, 3 and 4, we will focus on lowering power consumption and increasing the

performance of existing thermo-optic, electro-optic silicon devices and germanium detectors.

However, the silicon platform will not be complete if these high performance devices were not

integrated with CMOS electronics. Although photonics can be integrated monolithically next

to CMOS using the poly-silicon gate as the waveguide 16, this imposes limitations on photonics.

In order to have low loss transmission, silicon substrate needs to be separated from the gate,

the poly-silicon grain structure has to be sub-wavelength and line edge roughness has to be
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minimized. Further, the gate thickness is typically too thing for maximal confinement in C- and

L-bands. However, the recent demonstration'. 16 showed that the close and tight interface with

electronics help to lower interface capacitance, energy consumption and bandwidth

bottlenecks.

The alternative approach was to bond the two separate wafers that are optimized

separately for photonics and electronics. Photonics use silicon-on-insulator single crystalline

wafers to resolve the issues with monolithic integration. First approach was to flip the chip from

the wafer and use microbumps'- 17 to bond to CMOS electronics. Second approach was to place

wafers on top of each and bond through the silicon and oxide surfaces. Then the top wafer can

drilled through its substrate to through-silicon-vias. 18. However, both of these methods had an

interface capacitance (>IOOfF) that is 2 folds of the monolithic integration (5fF). Here, we will

change this integration scheme and resolve this interface bottleneck. The photonics wafer will

be flipped and bonded to the top oxide of the CMOS wafer. Then, the silicon substrate of

photonics will be stripped, enabling to see optics from the top and drill vias through the oxide.

Given the low electric permittivity of oxide compared to silicon, a dense and low capacitance

interface can be realized.

In chapter 6, we bond the electronic and photonic wafers with through-oxide-vias with only

a capacitance of 1.45fF-per-via 19. Using this process, photonic intrachip and interchip links

with ultralow power consumption are demonstrated. These results were the first in its class

and electronic-photonic wavelength division multiplexed systems with ultralow power

consumption and high speed should be expected in the near future.
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1.3 Fabrication

The fabrication throughout the thesis is same except changes in doping concentrations

that will be noted in the chapters. That is why the fabrication details of devices will not be

repeated in each chapter to improving coherency of the thesis. Here, silicon photonics is

fabricated in a foundry with 300mm wafer capability with a 65-nm technology node and

1 00nm minimum feature size'" 0. In this platform, we are using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers

with a 0.225pm top crystalline silicon-on-insulator layer and 2-pm buried oxide (BOX) layer for

optical isolation. A ridge etch was applied to etch down the silicon height for the designated

places to 0.1 05pm. Then, a full silicon etch was followed to form the silicon ridge, resonant and

bus waveguide geometries. An oxidization step followed to passivate the sidewalls, which also

decreased the waveguide thickness to 0.22-pm and the thickness of the ridge edged section to

0.1-pm. This step is followed with ion implantation of n and p type dopants to form resistors,

vertical and lateral junctions. The arsenic (As) and boron difluoride (BF2) species implanted with

a designed doses of 2-to-4x10"3 cm-, 1-to-2.77x101"cm 2 , and energies of 380keV, 120keV,

respectively. Through fitting the experimental spectral response of the microdisk modulator as

a function of voltage in chapter 4, the arsenic (As) and boron difluoride (BF2) implants were

determined to be formed with equivalent energies of 415keV, 90keV, respectively. The n+ and

p+ doped regions were formed from phosphorus and BF2 implants with doses of 5x10"5 cm-,

3.5x10"5 cm- 2 , and energies of 180keV, 120keV, respectively. The target p-type and n-type

doping concentrations were ranging from 1-to-3x1018cm3 and p+ and n+ type doping

concentrations were larger than 2x1 020cm3 . The silicon waveguide under Ge is implanted by a
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p-type dopant with a target concentration of -10 19cm-3. An inter-layer oxide was deposited

with a total thickness of 1.0-to-1.5pm to cover the silicon waveguides and act as a cladding.

Then, deep oxide trenches are formed by etching down the oxide and using silicon waveguide

under the trench as etch stop. The germanium is hetero-epitaxially grown into these trenches

on top of crystalline photonic layer. The germanium is chemically-mechanically polished (CMP)

to planarize the top surface. The body Si layer is extended to the side of the Ge to be contacted.

The top layer of Ge is implanted by a shallow n-type dopant and contacted directly, forming a

vertical p-i-n junction between the body silicon layer and the top of the Ge layer. Low resistance

contacts to top surface of p+ and n+ doped regions in silicon and germanium were made by

standard silicidation circular, bar and point contacts. Finally, the contacts were connected to

on-chip probing pads by two metal layers or CMOS wafer by through-oxide-vias. The top oxide

cladding thickness after these processes is 3.6pm.
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2 Thermo-optic Silicon Photonic Devices

2.1 The need for thermo-optic silicon photonic devices

There are two main reasons to form thermo-optic phase shifters in silicon; to correct for

imperfections and to control and manipulate the phase. Considering the 300mm silicon-on-

insulator wafers, fabrication variations on the order of 5% in thickness and width of silicon

waveguides are inevitable2 1. For silicon microring cavities, this corresponds to a resonance shift

of 100GHz-per-nm of fabrication error in waveguide dimension 2 .2 . In addition to these

variations, the environment in which the silicon chips are placed, are not temperature

stabilized. The temperature variations ranging from 1 0*C to 90'C can be observed depending

on the application (e.g. micro-processor, data-center, super-computer) and the temperature

distribution can be non-uniform due to the close proximity to electronics 23. Although CMOS

compatible materials such as SiN and Si0 2 have low thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dT<10-5 K 1)

2.4, silicon has relatively a large thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dT<1.86 x 10-4 K- 1) 2_. For silicon

microring cavities, this change in silicon refractive index alter the cavity resonance frequency

by 1 OGHz/K2 .2 . These imperfections can be fixed with a thermo-optic phase shifter at the

expense of power consumption. Typically, a joule heater is used to alter temperature of the

silicon, consuming static energy (P=1 2 R). Although thermo-optic tuning to correct these
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imperfections is primary goal of this chapter, there are also alternative ways that will be

addressed in section 2.1.

Controlling and manipulating phase in silicon is essential for coherent optical applications,

setting the interference of optical light to any state from constructive to destructive. This is

used to form optical thermal switches 2.6, nano-photonic phased arrays 2.7, tunable lasers 2.8 , and

reconfigurable filters2 9 in Mach-Zehnder interferometers, tunable antenna feeders and cavities,

respectively. If the phase shift elements can operate fast enough (U1ps), it can be used to align

balanced detectors in coherent systems. If the optical loss is also negligible, then mode hops in

a laser cavity can be eliminated. If the cavity size can be tuned in a laser instead of tuning a filter

inside a cavity, the CW laser frequency can be tuned without mode hops.

2.2 Alternatives to thermo-optic phase shifters

The athermal cavity design is a promising way to address the imperfections. This approach

involves a negative thermo-optic coefficient material (NTOM) to compensate and counter the

positive thermo-optic coefficient of silicon2 1 12 . However, the confinement in silicon

waveguide needs to be reduced to overlap with the NTOM. The athermal condition is realized

when the effective thermo-optic coefficient approaches to zero. The effective thermo-optic

coefficient within the silicon or NTOM can be simplified to the optical mode confinement in

silicon times the silicon thermo-optic coefficient and confinement in NTOM times the negative

thermo-optic coefficient under semi-vectorial mode solution2 1 . The exact solution can be

achieved using a commercial or custom full-vectorial finite-difference mode solvers214 .
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The ideal condition to satisfy this condition is to find a material with a negative thermo-

optic coefficient that is much larger in magnitude compared to thermo-optic coefficient of

silicon. This minimizes the required confinement in NTOM, maintaining advantages of silicon.

While realizing this condition, silicon has to act as a core and the NTOM has to be slightly lower

index to act as a cladding. The optical transparency of NTOM in a wavelength span from 1.1 pm-

to-1.6pm is also required. Due to imperfections in fabrication, altering the refractive index

and/or the negative thermo-optic coefficient of individual sections of the NTOM will be

required. This is referred as "post-trimming". These properties can be engineered using

polymers 211. Using external lasers, the composition of polymer is also shown to be altered for

post-trimming. However, polymers are not CMOS compatible and are not suitable to be

deposited as a cladding in conjunction with vias and metal interconnects in an active silicon

photonics process flow. Therefore, wafer-scale integration of polymers is still a challenge. The

most prominent CMOS compatible athermal material to date is TiO 2. It encompasses most of

these properties except the post-trimming, which is essential for a wafer-scale process. Instead

of changing materials in the process or the confinement in the silicon core, electro-optic active

tuning can be used to alter the refractive index using the free-carrier plasma dispersion effect.

A diode formed within the silicon core can alter the plasma frequency depending on the

applied bias. This effect is relatively weak compared to thermo-optic tuning but it will be

discussed how to thermally stabilize a microdisk resonator within a temperature range of 1 00C

alternative in section 4.82.-1. The advantage of this method is that the power is only consumed

in capacitive charging if the diode is reverse biased. The electro-optic tuning energy as

opposed to static energy consumption of a heater is determined to be negligible2-9. The
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disadvantage of this method besides limited temperature range is that the introduced optical

loss due to implanted ions to form a diode within the silicon core. The question remains "can

electro-optic tuning be achieved without doping the silicon core?" that will be answered in

sections 5.3-4.

2.3 Thermo-optic phase shifter design and optimization

The limitations of alternative methods and the thermo-optic applications indicated the

need for thermo-optic phase shifters. Here, we will go through the design of a thermo-optic

phase shifter in the silicon photonic platform and optimize considering optical and thermal

parameters. There are two main approaches for placing a thermo-optic phase shifter in to a

silicon photonics process flow. Initial approach is to fabricate electrical wires on top or next to

silicon core. The placement of wire is crucial since overlap with the wire will induce optical loss.

This sets the distance between the silicon core and the wire to be around 3pm or larger. Further,

the wire acts as the joule heater and the maximum temperature rise is achieved next to the

wire and not inside the silicon core (Figure 2.1-left). Further, the wire resistor is electrically

connected to a low resistance pad or wirebonds that has the largest electrical and thermal

conductivity (GH) in silicon photonics platform. Therefore, thermal spread towards the pads or

wirebonds will be significant. The thermal path towards the silicon substrate is effectively

blocked and increased in thermal conductance. This limits the temperature rise given a

temperature source with thermal power, PH=ATXGH. In addition, the thermally insulating oxide

cladding closer to the wire would be at a higher temperature compared to the silicon core. This

requires to heat a large volume and significantly increases the heat capacity (CH). The CH
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determines the thermal tuning speed, thermal time constant is defined by TH=GH/CH. The

thermal tuning speed is important for tracking temperature fluctuations, switching optical

packets using the thermal phase shifters and reconfiguring filters. Thermo-optic tuning of

silicon microring filters using this method is demonstrated with relatively low thermal tuning

efficiency and speed (TH~ IMs) 2.16
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Figure 2.1 - The comparison between the thermal tuner integration to silicon photonics platform.

An alternative approach is developed to bring thermal source closer to silicon core. This

required the joule heater to be integrated to the silicon. This can be achieved using doped

silicon section attached to the silicon waveguides (Figure 2.1-right). The dopant concentration

in the heater can be determined to minimize either electrical resistance or optical loss.

Therefore, the heater can be placed closer to the silicon core. In fact, initial demonstrations are

realized by doping the silicon core to form efficient thermo-optic phase shifters29. This will

guarantee that the maximum temperature is realized within the silicon core. However, if the
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vias and wires are placed to the silicon heater, the thermal conductance will limit the efficiency.

This can be controlled by placing low resistance (i.e. highly doped) silicon tethers between the

silicon heater and the vias. The highly doped silicon tethers offer low thermal conductance

compared to the electrical wire and separate the heated section of the silicon from the vias.

This maximizes the temperature rise given a temperature source with thermal power,

PH=ATXGH. Thermal isolation slightly increases the heat volume and heat capacity but the

thermal time constants of TH-l ps29 and TH-2.2ps 2.1 are demonstrated. The thermal time

constants are measured for a 2pm thick buried oxide that is placed between silicon core and

the substrate. Reducing the thickness of the buried oxide can be used to increase thermal

conductance, providing a trade-off between thermal efficiency and thermal tuning speed.

To compare against other results, thermal tuning efficiency is defined as the electrical

power consumption divided by the frequency shift of a tunable cavity. This is an objective way

to compare different approaches. In a thermo-optic tunable filter, the perturbation to the

permittivity induces a resonant frequency shift AWm of each optical mode m, which can be

derived from Poynting's theorem 218 and is expressed in equation below as the ratio between

the perturbed and total energy within the resonator.

"' Af e* -e, dv

Ac), 4 VPCM AE v,
" 4 e * -en dv 2 v0
2 ,

where, E is the permittivity of silicon, wm is the unperturbed resonant frequency, and em the

electric field distribution of the mode number m, while vp and vo are the perturbed and total
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resonator volume, respectively. The electric field, em, is assumed to have a uniform flattop

distribution within the silicon core for achieving the approximation in Eq. (1). The total

resonator volume is equal to the perturbed volume here. The ratio of the change in permittivity

(AE) to the permittivity (E) can be related to the change in refractive index (An) to the refractive

index by AE/E=((n+An) 2-n 2)/n 2 2An/n. Then the equation above simplifies to Aw/w=An/n. If the

dispersion and mode profile is not simplified, we approach to Aw =Anw/ng=AT dn/dT w/ng. This

is a quite important observation since thermo-optic coefficient of silicon, group index and

optical frequency is not significantly changing in different demonstrations, making the

resonance frequency tuning proportional to refractive index perturbation and temperature

change. Using thermal equations, we can approach to PH /Aw = GHnfg/w dT/dn, which is why we

choose this parameter as the thermal tuning efficiency indicator. The efficiency maximizes

when a resonator with minimum thermal conductance is formed. This requires the most

compact silicon microring resonator that has an integrated heater.

Designing a compact microring resonator with multiple contacts is challenging. First of

all, the traditional ridge-waveguide based contacting geometry limits the minimum bend radii

since it sets up a radiation path via the remaining exterior silicon slab. Due to this limitation, a

silicon microdisk resonator is commonly chosen for compact form factor. However, the

microdisk resonators suffer from the presence of multiple modes and the corresponding

spurious (e.g. high-order) resonances deteriorate the available free sectral range (fsr). The fsr,

or separation between resonances, of the modulator is a critical parameter since it sets the

available optical bandwidth of the communication line. The fsr should be as wide as possible

to enable the maximum channel count on a given communication line. Given that the fsr
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between azimuthal modes is inversely proportional to the radius, the ridge-waveguide

contacting geometry limits the fsr in microring modulators and the microdisk modulator does

not have a clean fsr. Here, we address this limitation by introducing an interior ridge resonator,

which operates in single mode, enables multiple interior contacts and bends in a tight radius

similar to a microdisk. In addition, inherently single mode operation of the interior ridge

tunable microring resonator does not require a complicated waveguide geometry or phase

matching to couple inside the resonator.
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Figure 2.2 - The visual and qualitative comparison of ridge resonator and interior ridge resonator.

Ridge-waveguides enable straightforward contacting to microrings by utilizing exterior and

interior contacts and represent a large class of silicon microring modulators. The most compact

ridge-based active resonator is demonstrated in a 300nm tall, 480nm wide waveguide with a
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ridge thickness of 80nm219. However, when simulating the internal quality factor of this

resonator with a finite difference cylindrical mode solver, the bend induced loss limited

quality factor (Q) as a function of radius at a wavelength of -1.55pm is plotted in Figures 2.2

and 2.3. Undoped silicon microring resonators in a typical silicon photonics platform has a line

edge roughness limited Q0-1 . The simulation results reveal that a Q-1 0 is only possible for

-5pm bend radius in this ridge resonator. Therefore, this geometry limits the FSR to only

-2.4THz and simultaneously increases the thermal conductance. In contrast, if we get rid of the
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Figure 2.3 - Bend induced loss limited internal quality factor scaling as a function of radius and FSR for ridge

and interior ridge resonators. TEO radial electric field mode profiles are overlaid with the resonator cross-section.

Ridge resonator has full and ridge thicknesses of 300nm and 80nm, respectively. Interior ridge resonator has full

and ridge thicknesses of 220nm and 11 Onm, respectively.
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outer extension of the ridge resonator, we can form an interior ridge resonator with a step-

index outer wall. Just to make the comparison more extreme, we will reduce the silicon

thickness to 220nm and increase the ridge thickness to 1 10nm for being compatible to our

process. This structure can achieve a radiation limited internal Q of 105 for an intrinsic silicon

interior ridge microring with only a -2um bend radius that is corresponding to an FSR of 6.8THz

(e.g. -68 channels at 100GHz channel-to-channel spacing).

2.4 1 st generation interior ridge tunable microring filter

Since the radial TE mode is confined at the edge of the silicon interior ridge microring

resonator, contacts can be introduced to the periphery of the interior ridge without inducing

scattering or radiation losses220. This is shown with a finite difference time domain (FD-TD)

simulation in Figure 2.4-a. With the contacts inside the resonator, the minimum radius is

determined to be 3pm by the fabrication limitations (i.e. the pitch of metal vias). For this radius,

the interior ridge resonator is estimated to have bend-induced loss limited internal quality

factor of Q-1 08 and a large spur-free fsr of 4 THz using the finite difference mode solver. The

fabrication of this structure was explained in section 1.4. Through and drop spectrum of the

fabricated filter is measured using tunable CW laser Figure 2.4-b,, showing single-mode

operation, a filter bandwidth of 50GHz and an uncorrupted FSR of 4 THz. Integrated heaters are

introduced by p type doping concentration of 1x1011 cm-3 in the L-shaped waveguide. The

thermally conductive vias are required to be insulated from the integrated heater for enabling

low-power and rapid thermal tuning. This is achieved by contacting the integrated heater with

narrow heavily doped (p+ type doping concentration of xi 102 cm- 3) silicon waveguide tethers
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Figure 2.4-c. The resistance of the integrated heater is ~1.3kQ and -2k0 for an applied voltage

of below and above 3V, respectively. When the structure is simulated with COMSOL

Multiphysics under 3V applied voltage, a thermal profile that is shown in Figure 2.5 is obtained.

Due to silicon tethers, heater is thermally isolated from the vias. Thermal time constant is also

simulated to be T -2.2ps.
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Figure 2.4- a) FD-TD simulation of the interior ridge resonator. b) Measured spectrum the fabricated interior

ridge filter. c) 3D sketch of the interior ridge filter with integrated silicon heater and insulating silicon tethers.

d) Demonstration of thermal tuning of the whole fsr with a 13mW heater power and a 5V drive voltage.

The silicon interior-ridge filter is thermo-optically tuned by applying a voltage across the
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integrated heater and thru and drop spectrum of is measured using tunable CW laser (Figure

2.4-d). Wavelength shifts of 16 nm (-2 THz) and 33 nm (-3.9 THz) is observed for a heater power

of 6.9 mW (3V) and 13 mW (5V), respectively. These values correspond to a heater efficiency of

3.45 pW/GHz and 3.33 pW/GHz, respectively.

- 450
400
350
300
250

50
0

AT [K]
Figure 2.5 - COMSOL Multiphysics simulation of the interior ridge microring filter, showing thermal isolation

from the contacts.

An external LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator, driven with a non-return-to-zero-on-off-

keying (NRZ-OOK) signal encoded with pseudo-random-bit-sequence (PRBS) data with a

pattern length of 231-1, and a data rate of 13 Gb/s, was used to quantify data transmission and

routing performance of the interior ridge filter. Bit error rate (BER) was measured for off-chip

(bypassing the chip), on-chip through port (off-resonance) of the interior ridge filter, and drop

port (on-resonance) at an applied voltage of OV (A=-Onm), 3V (AA=16nm) and 5V (AX=33nm)

(Figure 2.6-left). The power penalty between on- and off-chip through is recorded to be within
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measurement error of 0.1 dB. The power penalty between on-chip thru and drop port is 0.5dB,

0.7dB, and 1.1dB for the applied voltage of OV (AX=Onm), 3V (AX=16nm) and 5V (AX=33nm).

Therefore, on-chip filter do not significantly distort the passing signal and perfect recovery of

the transmitted bits can be realized.

*On-Chip Thru

- Drop, AX=33nm, Af=3.9THz-

-19 -18 -17 -16 -15 -14
Received Power [dBm]

0

CI

1 -1L < 0.5dB

0.8-
Tf-2.6pts

0.6
Tr-1.6Vs

0.4

0.2- - Drop
-Thru + Drp

0
0 25 50 75

Time [pis]

Figure 2.6 - BER curves measured for the through and drop ports of the interior ridge filter at various resonance

frequency tunings. The BER curve of off-chip through (bypassing the chip) is measured for comparison (left).

Temporal response of the thru and drop ports of the LRM filter, excited by 20kHz 0.1 5V square-wave drive, fit to

a 2.6ps exponential decay and a 1.6ps rise thermal time constant (shown in red), the insertion loss of the LRM

filter is <0.5dB (right).

The temporal response of the interior ridge filter was also measured by driving the LRM

filter with a square-wave at a frequency of 20 KHz and 0.15 Vpp, and observing the thru and

drop port intensity of a laser probed at A 1 I555nm (Figure 2.6-right). The thru port intensity is

in good agreement with an exponential decay (Tf- 2.6ps) and rise (Tr 1.6ps), shown with red

lines in Figure 2.6-right. Insertion loss of the interior ridge filter is determined to be 0.5 dB that

is calculated from the total intensity of the through and drop ports with respect to off
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resonance optical through intensity.

2.5 2 nd generation interior ridge tunable microring filter

The insertion loss of the 1s generation interior ridge microring filter was quite high. For

instance, a wavelength division multiplexed system and a laser reflector can be formed using

this device but the insertion loss will limit the ultimate performance. The insertion loss is related

to desired filter bandwidth, coupling (Qc) and internal (Qint) quality factors'-". When the light

coupled into the cavity is equal to the light absorbed and coupled out of the cavity, this is

referred as the critical coupling condition. In a low loss microring filter, internal quality factor is

expected to be much larger compared to the coupling quality factor. Therefore, coupling gap

between the bus waveguide to the microring is kept same for through and drop ports. This sets

the resonator into slightly undercoupled regime. Under this condition, the insertion loss is

approximated to be /L~Qc/(Qc+ Qint) and the filter bandwidth is proportional to AfFWHM OC 2/Qc

+ 1 / Qint.The insertion loss is at odds with the filter bandwidth, which is simulated with coupled

mode theory and scattering matrices and shown as a function of internal quality factor,

insertion loss and filter bandwidth in Figure 2.7. It is clear that the losses inside the cavity needs

to be minimized for achieving low insertion losses in GHz scale filter bandwidths that are suited

for digital photonic applications. If the internal quality factor on the order a million is achieved,

MHz scale filter bandwidths can be realized for microwave photonic applications. The internal

quality factor is ultimately limited by the bend induced radiation. The line edge roughness from

the lithography reduces the internal quality limit to Qirt-2x1 5 in silicon microring resonators,

fabricated in our silicon photonics platform. In addition, 1 st generation interior ridge resonator
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had doped regions inside the silicon core that is used to heat the silicon core. This way of

integrating heaters into silicon core limit the internal quality factor to Qit -2x10 4 2 91 . Due to

this reason, typically heater sections cover up to half of the periphery of the microring filter.

Qint=2x1 O4
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Figure 2.7 - The simulation results of the insertion losses of a microring filter with various internal quality

factors and desired filter bandwidths.
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This leads to hot spots around the heater sections and increases heat density.

The 2nd generation interior ridge resonator is targeted to address the aforementioned

problem. The solution was to move doped regions into the center of the interior ridge

resonator. This eliminates the optical overlap with the doped regions, increasing the Qint. The

finite difference mode solver simulation results are shown in Figure 2.8-a. With a doping offset

from the outer edge of the ring of 400nm, the Qint can be increased to the line edge roughness

limited quality factor. A conservative doping offset of 800nm is chosen for the fabricated

devices. However, if we reused the contacting scheme of the Ist generation interior ridge

resonator, the resistance of the doped regions increased significantly. Instead, the annulus of

the interior ridge is divided into eight resistors attached in parallel using eight vias that lower

the heater resistance that is illustrated in Figure 2.8-b. Low resistance is important for delivering

a 108

10 8'0nm
EC Ouir Design

. 6 Doping offset
1_ Radius 3um

10 Undoped Microring Resonator

0- 1 0O J r.
Full Doped Int. Ridge Microring Simulation
Halt Doped int. Ridge Microring Simulattor

- Undoped Microring Experimental
10 -

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
Doping Offset [pm]

b

Undoped Silicon
ptype Silicon
p+ type Silicon
Contact
Metal 1
Metal 2

-P

Figure 2.8 - a) The simulated and measured quality factor values as a function of doping offset. (inset) The cros-

section of the interior ridge microring filter. b) The 2 .d generation interior ridge microring filter is sketched in

3D, the device is sliced in half to show crossection. The optical mode is overlaid with the silicon core, showing

four resistors and five electrodes in sliced half of the filter and no overlap with the doped region.
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large electrical power with a small voltage (P=V2/R). The CMOS voltages are limited around

1.35V and low voltage requirement enables these devices to be integrated without voltage

boosters.

To demonstrate the lossless direct integration of heaters, a 3pm radius fully-doped interior

ridge resonator with a doping offset of 0.8pm is fabricated and the drop port is eliminated to

measure the internal quality factor2.22. The critical coupling occurs around a 300nm gap

between the outer edge of the resonator and the 400nm wide bus waveguide. The internal

quality factors of Qint~1.5x1 0 are measured for the doped interior-ridge microring resonator

_n0 Q=2x10 5

0~ -500
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cz -20 -Experimental
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Figure 2.9 - a-b) The scanning electron microscopy image of the interior ridge and microring resonators are

shown. The split resonance spectrum measured for the interior ridge and microring resonators are plotted with

the scattering matrix fit for extracting the internal quality factor.
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and 3pm radius undoped silicon microring resonator, shown in Figure 2.9-a,b. This verifies that

the internal quality factor of the doped interior ridge microring resonator was limited by the

line edge roughness.

A filter bandwidth of fFWHM=75GHz is designed and the bus-to-ring and ring-to-drop gap of

150nm are chosen for the second generation interior ridge microring filter. Through and drop

spectra of the fabricated filter are measured with a tunable CW laser. The spectra showed

single-mode operation and a fsr of 35nm or 4THz (Figure 2.10). The filter full-width-half-

maximum bandwidth was measured to be 75GHz. The thermally conductive vias were

insulated from the integrated heater for enabling efficient and rapid thermal tuning. This was

achieved by contacting the integrated heater with eight narrow heavily doped tethers. The

-5
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C: Spur-Free
0FSR
U) -15

E
U -20

l-25

-30 Thru

- Drop
-35 _

1520 1540 1560 1580 1600
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Figure 2.10 - The measured passive spectra of the 2nd generation interior-ridge microring filter, showing an

uncorrupted 35-nm or 4-THz free-spectral-range (FSR).
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polarity of adjacent contacts is alternated to achieve 8 parallel connected heaters (each heater

had -8k0 resistance). This configuration minimized the equivalent resistance of the integrated

heater down to 1kM.

The filter is thermo-optically tuned by applying a voltage across the integrated heater and

the through and drop spectra were measured using a tunable CW laser (Figure 2.1 1-a).

Wavelength shifts of AA-I Onm (Af~-1.2THz), A-22nm (Af-2.6THz) and AX-34nm (Af-3.9 THz)

were observed for heater powers of 6.2mW (2.5V), 14mW (3.75V) and 20mW (4.5V), respectively.

These values correspond to an average thermal tuning efficiency of -5.5pW/GHz. The filter

insertion loss, shown in Figure 2.11-b, is measured to be <0.05dB for the tuning across the large

FSR of the microring, owing to the high internal quality factor. This set a milestone for the

tunable silicon microring filter design.

a Free Spectral Range -35nm b
0

-5 OV 2,5V r m 0.05
P,=6.2mW 4v

4Vj
-10 PH=20mW 004

60 1570 1580 1590 600 00 1 2 3 4
Frequency Tuning/Shift [THzI

Figure 2.11 - a) Through and drop spectra of the 2nd generation interior-ridge microring filter as a function of

applied heater voltage. b) The measured and calculated insertion loss of the interior-ridge microring filter as a

function of frequency shift or thermal tuning.
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2.6 Interior ridge microring based tunable CW lasers

Here, we combine the low loss tunable interior-ridge silicon microring cavity with an

erbium-doped fiber to form a swept-wavelength laser. A maximum output power of 2.2 mW

with a linewidth of 16 1 kHz is measured and the laser is operated with uniform output power

over the C-band from 1530 nm to 1560 nm. When the cavity is rapidly tuned, the swept-

wavelength laser response is observed at a mean sweep rate of 22,600 nm/s or 3106 THz/s and

a peak rate of 91,300 nm/s or 11605 THz/s.

The microring filter is used to form a tunable laser within a fiber loop, shown in Figure 2.12-

a. The loop consists of an erbium doped fiber (EDF), a polarization controller, an output coupler

and two wavelength division multiplexers for coupling optical pump in and out of the fiber

loop. The fiber loop is supporting a travelling wave, single longitudinal mode, which is

commonly used in fiber lasers for ultrashort-pulse generation2 2 3 and observation of solitons2
.24.

The direction of lasing is equally likely in CW and CCW direction and an isolator is placed to

force it to CW direction. The EDF is a commercially available single mode (core diameter of 4

pm) and has a doping concentration of 6.6x 1019 ions/cm 3 that introduces 110 dB/m absorption

at 1530 nm 2 .2s. The polarization controller in the system is used to ensure that the polarization

of the light from fiber is coupled into the TE mode of the microring. A 6.5 pm spot-size lensed

fiber is used for coupling optical power to an on-chip inverted silicon taper coupler. To measure

the loss within the laser system, a 1536 nm laser source is used to probe the laser cavity. The

total fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is measured to be around 8.5 dB, which is mainly caused by

the coupling loss between the lensed fiber and the on-chip edge-coupler. Based on the loss
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budget in Figure 2.1 2-b, the total loss in the laser cavity in the operational regime is -12.45 dB,

including 11.6 dB internal cavity loss and 0.85 dB coupling tap loss. With a given loss budget,

(a) (b)
Output
Coupler

Isolator Microring Polarization

WDM 1 EFWDM 2

(c)
4

Internal Loss = 11.6 dB

E Internal Loss = 3.6 dB

CD3

o2

0

100 200 300
Pump Power / mW

Component Loss

WDM 1 0.98dB

WDM 2 1.55dB

Pol. Controller 0.12dB

isolator 0.5dB

Fiber-to-Chip 4.0dB

Si Microring Insertion 0.05dB

Si Waveguide 0.4dB

Chip-to-Fiber 4.0dB

Output Coupler 0.85dB

Total Loss 12.45dB400

Figure 2.12 - a) The erbium-doped fiber laser with the on-chip cavity setup. b) The loss budget for the laser

cavity. c) Laser efficiency curve based on lightly coupled laser oscillator model.

the laser output power can be estimated from the lightly coupled laser oscillator model 226

P, = g -1 Pat
5, +8, )

where, g is the round trip gain that is the product of the pump power and the unsaturated gain.

The unsaturated gain is measured to be 0.015/mW and g ranges from 0 to 15. 6& and 6e are

internal and external cavity losses, Psat is the saturation power of the EDF gain. Based on the

laser loss budget, 6e is 0.85 dB, corresponding to the loss of the output coupler. 6o is chosen to
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be 11.6 dB, corresponding to measured laser cavity internal loss. To estimate the upper bound

for the laser performance, the internal loss is reduced to 3.6 dB, subtracting fiber-to-chip and

chip-to-fiber coupling losses from the internal cavity losses. Based on EDF parameters, Psat is

also extracted to be 2.5 mW. Given these conditions, the laser output powers for different

internal cavity losses are calculated as a function of pump power, shown in Figure 2.12-c.

When the heater inside the cavity is thermo-optically tuned using a d. c. voltage, the laser

operates with relatively uniform output power (<1.5 dB difference) over the C-band from

1530nm-to-1560nm, shown in Figure 2.13-a. Wavelength tuning of up to 30 nm is observed

with a tuning efficiency of 1 mW/nm (-8.1 pW/GHz). This is quite low compared to 2 nd

generation interior ridge resonator due to a conservative doping offset of 1 pm in this case and

shorter silicon tethers. The single mode suppression ratio (SMSR) is found to be larger than 45

dB. When the tunable interior ridge resonator is not attached to power supply, the laser
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Figure 2.13 - a) Emitted laser outputs across C band at various tuned resonance frequencies of interior ridge.

b) Measured lasing efficiency curve with the passive interior ridge microring cavity.
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efficiency curve is obtained as a function of pump power (Figure 2.13-b). The laser output

power is observed up to 2.2 mW via an external power splitter. This output power was limited

by the pump power. The experimental result agrees well with the laser output power simulated

for an internal loss of 11.6 dB (Figure 2.12-c).

To measure the sweep rate of the tunable laser, a separate passive silicon nitride

microring resonator is used as a frequency reference. The schematic of the setup is shown in

Figure 2.14-a. First, a.c. electrical signal is applied to the tunable microring cavity in the laser.

The a.c. signal had a 2.10 V peak to peak amplitude and a 2.77 V d. c. offset. The frequency is

initially set to 100 Hz. The output spectrum of the tunable laser is recorded with an optical

spectrum analyzer (Figure 2.14-b). It clearly shows that our tunable laser under such

modulation spans a 10 nm wide range, from 1532 to 1542 nm. This wavelength range is

selected to maintain linearity of the wavelength tuning with a sinusoidal heater voltage. For a

wider wavelength range, the applied voltage and the wavelength shift is becoming quite non-

linear. Therefore, the drive signal should be engineered to maintain linearity. Within the linear

regime, the laser output is injected into the passive silicon nitride microring resonator with a

2.1nm fsr (Figure 2.14-c). The silicon nitride is selected to have thermally stable wavelength

reference. As the tunable laser wavelength aligned with the resonant wavelength of reference

microring resonator, the output signal, recorded by real time oscilloscope, had a resonance dip

(Figure 2.14-d). The 5-ms time span in Figures 2.14-d,e covered half of the electrical modulation

period. Within this time duration, the tunable laser swept from 1532 nm to 1542 nm and then

returned to 1532 nm, passing through the resonances of reference silicon nitride resonator

twice. In Figure 2.14-c, the wavelength difference between 1s and 4th resonance is AX = 6.45
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nm, and in Figure 2.14-d the time difference between It and 8 th dip is At = 4.52 ms. Therefore,

the mean sweeping rate of our tunable laser can be calculated to be 2AX/At = 2854 nm/s or

362.35 THz/s. Figure 2.14-e plots the swept wavelength with respect to time. By taking the

maximum slope of the polynomial fitting curve, the peak sweeping rate is calculated to be 4290

nm/s or 545.44 THz/s. To determine the maximum sweeping rate, the modulation frequency is

further increased up to 800 Hz. The modulation frequency limit is imposed simply by the

erbium doped fiber relaxation oscillations2 2 (Figure 2.14-f,g). The mean and peak sweeping

rates are extracted to be 22,600 nm/s (3061 THz/s) and 91,300 nm/s (11605 THz/s), respectively.
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Figure 2.14 - a) Sweep rate measurement method b) The measured swept-wavelength response with an

optical spectrum analyzer using maximum hold setting to show wavelength tuning range. c) The passive

spectrum of the reference silicon nitride resonator with 2.1 nm free- spectral-range. d-f) Time domain signal after

the microring resonator at 100 Hz and 800 Hz modulation frequency. e-g) Extracted swept wavelength with

respect to time at 100 Hz and 800 Hz modulation frequency.
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This rate can be increased if the oscillation between switched wavelengths can be controlled

with an electrical feedback-loop2.2 or a nonlinear loop mirror with a gain equalizing filter2 29.

To measure the narrow linewidth of the Er tunable laser, the delayed self-heterodyne

detection method is used3 0-1 . The setup for this measurement is illustrated in Figure 2.15-a.

The laser signal is split into two arms by the 3dB coupler. Upper arm went through a

polarization controller, and the lower arm went through a delay line. When two paths are

interfered on to a photodetector, a beat note is observed. However, if the paths are coherent,

linewidth can be extracted with a fit but not with high accuracy.

A long fiber can be placed in the lower arm to realize the delay that is larger than the

coherence length. However, the loss between the arms will result in low extinction ratio and

signal to noise ratio at the output due to the loss mismatch between the arms. If the power in

the upper arm is reduced to compensate for this difference, the detector will not have enough

optical power for a shot noise limited measurement. Due to this reason, the circulating loop is

used as a delay line. At each round trip within this loop, an acousto-optic modulator (AOM)

provided a single sideband frequency shift of 44MHz. Since our erbium laser has narrow

linewidth, a fiber delay of 35 km is used, and as the light travelled N round trips, the total optical

delay length increased with N. This circulating structure ensured a large delay length that made

the lower arm incoherent with the upper arm. However, this did not solve the loss due to long

delay length. In fact, as the light travelled N round trips, the signal to noise ratio of the beat

note decreased. Hence, an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is placed into this loop to

compensate the round trip loss and maintain high signal to noise ratio. A series of beat notes,

corresponding to each round trip of the fiber loop, are detected by an electrical signal analyzer
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with a frequency separation of 44MHz (AOM frequency) (Figure 2.15-b). This spectra contained

beat notes from the N=1 to N=20. The linewidths are extracted from these beat notes (Figure

2.15-c). When the paths are not completely incoherent, the linewidth estimate was small

compared to really long delays. Therefore, estimated linewidths are increasing until the arms

are incoherent. The linewidth reached a stable value when N is larger than 10 or a delay length

of 350km. A stable and narrow linewidth of 16 1 kHz is observed with no coherence artifacts
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Figure 2.15 - a) Linewidth measurement setup: loss-compensated circulating delayed self-heterodyne

detection. b) The beat notes at the photodetector and electrical spectrum analyzer up to N=20 round trips

inside the circulating loop. c) Linewidth measurement for harmonic number (i.e. round trips, N). d) Measured

self-heterodyne spectrum with a Lorentzian fit for N=1 8, showing a combined linewidth of 16 kHz.
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above N>10. For instance, the electrical response and the Lorentzian fit for N=18

(f=1 8x44MHz=792MHz) and extracted linewidth are shown in Figure 2.15-d.

2.7 Summary and discussion

Over the course of this chapter, we successfully demonstrated thermo-optic devices that

were the most efficient to date. We developed a new resonator geometry that is named as

interior-ridge microring resonator. This structure is ideal for single mode operation with a large

free spectral range and multiple interior electrical contacts. Using this geometry, we

demonstrated multiple generation of tunable interior-ridge microring filters that ultimately

achieved an insertion loss as low as 0.3dB. These filters can be used in various applications,

wavelength division multiplexed systems with up to 100 channels, thermal switches, resonant

phased arrays and lossless reflectors in laser cavities. The low loss interior ridge microring filter

is used as a reflector in an erbium-doped fiber laser. Wavelength Swept Laser is demonstrated

over the C-band with high efficiency and high swept rate. This laser can be used as an uncooled

frequency modulated continuous wave light detection and ranging (FMCW-LIDAR) or optical

coherence tomography (OCT) source.
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3 Detectors in Silicon Photonics Platform

The near infrared photodetection is a key metric for silicon photonics since silicon is

transparent in the near infrared. Thus far, a photodiode capable of detecting light in the near

infrared has been realized in variety of materials, including germanium3.1-7, polycrystalline

silicon3
.,

10 Ill-V materials 31 1 14 , and two-dimensional materials.1 s. Among them, germanium has

the advantages of high responsivity and CMOS compatible integration on silicon. The direct

bandgap of germanium makes it an absorbing material for wavelength below A<1.55pm. To

realize efficient absorption beyond A>1.55pm, engineering the bandgap with strained

germanium process was offered as a solution''.

There were key challenges to integrate germanium on silicon. Although silicon-germanium

is integrated into CMOS process flows for straining transistor gates, pure germanium is

challenging to grow on silicon due to large lattice mismatch. Initially, blanket epitaxial

germanium is grown over the entire silicon wafer and then features are defined by lithography

and etching 17 19. Due to the widely used vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), initial

demonstrations of germanium on silicon was targeted for vertical illumination and the top

down approach of blanket growth was used since the dark current was not primary concern.

These initial detectors had dark currents that are dominated by recombination at dislocations

introduced to relieve the misfit strain. Later, a bottom-up approach are used31'5 , where hetero-
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epitexial growth of germanium is performed in oxide trenches in a selective area. The narrow

growth in oxide trenches reduce dislocation reduction since the dislocations terminate at the

edges of the trench 2 0.Further reductions in dislocation clusters and density are achieved when

a silicon-germanium buffer that gradually increases the lattice from pure silicon to pure

germanium 20-1 3 .

Vertically illuminated germanium detectors were proof-of-concept and the gain-

bandwidth product is limited since the diode is in the same direction of the propagation of

light. Another issue was to impedance match the germanium detector to a single mode fiber

that was limiting the responsivity. Due to large refractive index of germanium, an anti-

reflection coating is required to be fabricated, increasing the cost and complexity of the

process. These dual limitations were solved when waveguide coupled silicon on germanium

detectors were demonstrated with compact footprint and high bandwidth'-". The

waveguided nature of these detectors enabled lateral or vertical p-i-n junctions in transverse

direction, which was not limited by the gain-bandwidth product. However, impedance

mismatch between silicon (nsi=3.48) and germanium (nge=4.275-4.3) is still a challenge to

overcome. Directly attached silicon waveguides or evanescently coupled silicon to germanium

on silicon linear tapered waveguides317 were used to mitigate this impedance mismatch.

However, responsivities were limited well below quantum limit due to this mismatch.

3.1 Mode-evolution based coupling into detectors

The impedance mismatch is solved in microring resonators, couplers and polarization

maintaining or manipulating devices in silicon photonics platform. From all these structures,
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silicon waveguide to germanium-on-silicon waveguide transition resembles a waveguide

crossing. The goal is to transfer the optical power from the silicon waveguide to germanium-

on-silicon waveguide. Then, germanium will absorb the transferred power, leading to no phase

mismatch. However, for complete power transfer, coupled modes must be phase matched and

the degree of coupling precisely tuned to the structure length resulting in fabrication-

intolerant and wavelength-sensitive devices. In contrast, devices based on mode evolution are

fabricated tolerant and inherently broadband 4 2 .

a A mode evolution based waveguide crosssing:

Si
SiO2gaP

3 !Si

b 1 2 3

2.51 Symmetric [E-E]~ ymtr1 4 E r
2.5

2.41

2.31

2.2E

21

0$2 0.34 0.36 03n 0.4  0.42 0.44

Figure 3.1 - a) The top view cross-section for a mode-evolution based waveguide crossing. b) The modal

effective indices for isolated (dashed black lines) and hybrid modes (red and blue curves). c) Hybrid modal

profiles for the crossections, corresponding to slices in a).
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Since broadband and gradual transfer of power to germanium-on-silicon waveguide is

desired, a mode-evolution based silicon waveguide crossing is a great way to think about it. In

such a crossing, two isolated tapered waveguides are chosen. Then, one of the waveguides was

tapered up from a small to large waveguide width and the other one was tapered down from

the large to small waveguide width (Figure 3.1-a). In this configuration, if these waveguides

were still isolated, the effective indices of the fundamental modes will only cross at the point

where the waveguide widths are equal (Figure 3.1-b). This will be the case regardless of the

wavelength. When the waveguides coupled to each other, they form hybrid symmetric and

antisymmetric modes. If the light can be coupled into the hybrid modes of the structure and

the mode coupling is eliminated between the hybrid modes, the light can be transferred from

one waveguide to the another waveguide in a broadband wavelength region and without

reflection (Figure 3.1-c).

Although there is a mode separation between these hybrid modes, the light guides in the

initially excited modes is a function of mode coupling induced by the evolving structure,

determined by coupled-local-mode theory 2 . Under weak coupling conditon, coupling

coefficient k(z),

k(z)= ( em (x, y, z)e, (x, y, z) de(z)A
4a8(z)f4 dz

ddzz

where 8/(z)is the difference in the rates of propagation constant and dc(z) is the index
dz

perturbation rate as a function of length and ei(x,y,z) represents the normalized local vector

electric field of mode i, may be replaced by an average coupling coefficient.
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k = Lk(z)dz
0

and the power lost to a mode m is then determined to be using the theory from 3 2 4

- 2

Poc 2 k [1 -cos(aJz)]

where a/? is the average difference in the rates of propagation constants and the larger the

ratio of a/8 to k, the less power lost to a given mode. The two hybrid modes in silicon

waveguides couple only through abrupt transitions. In a waveguide crossing, the coupling

among guided modes is not a great concern since the modes propagate at different rates. The

power transfer between hybrid modes is mitigated only by maintaining a large ratio of /fi to

k. One may always reduce the coupling coefficient by reducing the rate of change in the index

perturbation (i.e. longer devices), whereas a,6 is related to the geometry of the guides.

When we design a waveguide crossing for the detector, coupling among guided modes will

be a greater concern. This was due to the limitations about fabrication capabilities and the large

index of germanium. After considering our limitations, a one side tapered down silicon

waveguide is chosen, starting from a 400nm width to a 1 00nm width silicon waveguide with a

220nm height. Given our germanium thickness is 800nm, a 300nm trench width is selected for

single mode operation. A fixed width for germanium is kept since tapered germanium trench

was not allowed in our process. The index crossing point is designed to be in the middle of the

one sided taper for a wavelength at A-1 550nm. Then the combined structure will have hybrid

modes, we will focus on the symmetric mode to ensure an evolving mode that transfer power
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from silicon to germanium-on-silicon waveguide. The effective indices for isolated and hyrid

structures are shown in Figure 3.2-a. Although the initial design is worked out for 300nm wide

germanium trench, 4000nm wide germanium trench produced lowest dark current density and

highest responsivity.

a

p+-Si
n+Ge 0 SiN

*c-Si OGe
@ Metal Interconnects

b

C 2.5
- - Si Isolated

2.4 - - - Ge-on-Si Isolated
--Full Structure

2

1.9-
Oxide

Germanium 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 pm 2 pm 7 pm Position [pm]

Figure 3.2 - a) The 3D design for a mode-evolution based germanium photodetector. b) The crossections at

positions throughout the photo detector, showing one sided taper. c) The modal effective indices for isolated

(dashed red and blue lines) and hybrid modes (black curves). The modal profiles during mode evolution are

overlaid.

3.2 Complex FDTD for photodetectors

To accurately simulate the photodetectors, we needed to add Maxwell's and Boltzman's

equations into our finite difference time domain (FDTD) code. In addition, the dispersion of

germanium complex index was required to be added. We have chosen Lorentz media

representation with a single pole that can be represented as the bandgap. The permittivity of

such media can be written as follows;
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(0"
C'x = _ -) , - = (n + ik)-

co-, m - j -)yCO ~ _w -j))/p,

Ge Sin-1e20/cm Sip-1e20/cm 3 Sin-5e19/cm Sip-5e19/cm 3 Sin-1e19/cm 3 Si p-1e19/cm 3

18.1962 12.1104 12.1104 12.1104 12.1104 12.1104 12.1104

[fsl

OJ 0.0826 5.824 6.464 6.885 9.849 29.449 58.8

6) 0.1333 0 0 0 0 0 0

1.2806 1.276 0.8456 0.909 0.707 0.707 0.707

Table 3.1 - The doped silicon and germanium Lorentz media fit parameters

The doped silicon and germanium parameters are fitted (Table 3.1) for Lorentz media

parameters using the experimental data in 3.2 28. These fit parameters are not related to the

actual bandgap or the material specific parameters and should not be used except C- and L-

band communications band 1500nm<X<1600nm. The imaginary part of these fit are shown in

Figure 3.3, showing good agreement. The Maxwell's equations with the photocurrent and

material dispersion is the following.

V X= ai
dt

V X j = ' +
dt

When the material dispersion is substituted, we can see that the dispersive part of the equation

needs to be balanced by the photocurrent.
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Figure 3.3 - The Lorentz media fit and the experimental data comparison from 3.27-28

aj w2 I82 -
Vxh+0= E - -+ j

dt t - o - jcoyp dt

To combine the Maxwell's and Boltzman's equations, the generation needs to be converted

z.J
with G . Then, the following hole and electron pair generation (dn/dt, dp/dt) equations

hv

are expressed with32934

an -= -- "' +D,1Vn +pnV.(E+e)
at - n+r P

0 R
ap 6.J n.p

thv rn+ rep
Ii RI
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where, a simple auger recombination with rn, ~lnstime constant is assumed, diffusion

parameter is chosen to be Dn, = 75cm 2 s~', mobility of p and n are assumed to be

pnp= 2900cm2 V-Is-' 3.31. Then the photocurrents can be calculated by323

,=qD,,Vn +qpn(E+3)

J,=-qDVp +qpp(E+)

In order to speed up the simulations, femtosecond time scale simulations step is used until the

optical power is absorbed and the left over power was lie2 of the initial power. Then, the

picosecond time scale simulation step is used.

Then, the responsivities of 4pm wide and 1 Opm germanium-on-silicon detectors with

an evanescent and mode-evolution based couplers (Figure 3,4-a,b) are estimated using this

complex FDTD simulator. The responsivities of the evanescent and mode-evolution based

coupled detectors are found to be 0.6A/W and 0.9A/W for TE mode excitation, respectively. This

is clearly due to high doping concentration in top and bottom parts of the detector. The

evanescent coupler excites many modes and as the modes couple from one to another (Figure

3.4-d), the optical power decays due to the overlap between these modes and the highly doped

regions. In contrast, mode-evolution based detector generates electron-hole pairs uniformly

(Figure 3.4-e). The difference in generation of electron-hole pairs indicate that the saturation

power for this detector can be increased compared to the evanescent coupled detectors.
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Figure 3.4 - a-b) The evanescent and mode-evolution based detectors. c) The cross-section along the

propagation direction of light tha is sliced at the center of the detectors. d-e) The 3D complex FDTD results for

responsivity and photogeneration. The photogeneration in 3D is integrated along x and normalized to the

peak of the two figures.

3.3 Experimental results

We characterized the 4pm wide and 10 pm germanium-on-silicon detector with the mode-

evolution based coupler. The measured dark current density over the 300mm wafer was

ranging from 50-to-90 pA/pm2 at -IV reverse bias. The standalone detector had a 2.1nA dark

current at -IV reverse bias (Figure 3.5-a) and the capacitance (C=EA/d) was only 7.55fF or

I
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0.1 9fF/pm2. The responsivity for TE mode is measured as a function of CW laser wavelength in

Figure 3.5-b, showing high responsivity over 1 00nm (1 480nm to 1580nm).

a 102 b 1.2

1 Strained
10 > 0.8

> 0.6

10
CL 0.4,

S _cc 0.2
10

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1480 1500 1520 1540 1560 1580
Bias Voltage [V] Wavelength [nm]

Figure 3.5 - a) I-V curve is taken for the detector without receiving light. b) The responsivity of the germanium

detector with a mode-evolution based coupler. The germanium is not strained in first fabrication. The strain is

added later into the process flow, showing high responsivity up to 1580nm.

The bandwidth of the detector was measured using the heterodyne laser technique. The

3dB bandwidth, shown in Figure 3.6-a, was limited to 40GHz for detectors up to 40pm2 ,

indicating transit time limited response rather than the RC time constant. To charachterize the

saturation power of the detectors with a germanium width of 1.5pm and varying lengths are

also fabricated with the mode-evolution and evanescent based couplers. The incident optical

power is increased to saturate both detectors (Figure 3.6-b). The saturation power for mode-

evolution based couplers are increased significantly compared to evanescent couplers. In fact,

after 10mW of incident power, the ratio of photogenerated current is increased up to 88% with

the mode-evolution based coupler. High power applications typically also require linearity and

the linearity of these detectors should be confirmed. For this purpose, we measured the

spurious-free-dynamic-range (SFDR) of the photodetector with electrical spectrum analyzer
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and high precision clock source. SFDR was determined to be -104dB/Hz' 3 at a fixed input

frequency of 1 GHz, shown in Figure 3.6-c and 3.6-d. Accounting for the intermodulation, which

is -4.3dB, we achieved a SFDR of -1 00dB/Hz2
/
1 .

10 1
Frequency (GHz)

15

- 10

5 -- Evanescent- L=10pn
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Figure 3.6 - a) The bandwidth of the germanium-on-silicon detector. b) Saturation power comparison

between detectors with evanescent and mode-evolution based couplers. c) Electrical spectrum analyzer signal

measured at the intercept of the harmonic tone and the noise figure. b) Fundemental and harmonic tone

output power as a function of input power level, showing a SFDR of 104dB/Hz13 .
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3.4 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, we introduced a new way of coupling into a thick and wide germanium-on-

silicon waveguide from a silicon waveguide. This was necessitated from the fact that the

evanescent couplers tend to give low responsivity due to impedance mismatch and multi-

mode coupling into the waveguided detectors. We used a mode-evolution based coupler in

order to evolve the mode into a local coupled mode and slowly perturb the mode until the

power is transferred from the silicon to germanium-on-silicon waveguides. This resulted in

improved responsivity and power saturation. The ability to control coupled modes inside

germanium can be used to form single mode absorption modulators or variable optical

attenuators in silicon.
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4 Electro-optic Silicon Photonic Devices

4.1 The need for electro-optic silicon photonic devices

Terabits of data per second can be communicated over a single mode fiber. The silicon

waveguides can be coupled directly from or to a single mode fiber via a passive silicon coupler.

However, the electronics industry operate at gigabits per second which require aggregation of

multiple electrical signals into a single fiber and silicon waveguide. If multiple laser sources at

different wavelengths are encoded with electrical bits, this can be achieved. The wavelength

division multiplexed systems require filters to multiplex and demultiplex these channels

(chapter 2) and detectors to convert optical signal to electrical signal (chapter 3).

In this chapter, we will focus on conversion from electrical domain to optical domain,

electro-optic phase shifters and modulators. This conversion requires nano-second to pico-

second rise times and cannot be achieved with thermo-optic effects. Electro-optic effects and

optimization of these effects is critical to realize efficient and high speed conversion. The main

drive for efficiency was the high speed communication dense communication bandwidth and

the steady growth of bandwidth in intra-chip, inter-chip, chip-to-memory communications,

data-centers and super-computers. These dual requirements have led to reduce the power

consumption of each of the components that make up a silicon photonic communications link.

Particular attention has been paid to modulator power consumption due to an early
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identification of the electro-optic modulator as a potential high-power component, dictating

the power consumption of a photonic link. This was a result of the rather weak electro-

refractive (free-carrier plasma dispersion) effect that represented the clearest path to an

integrated silicon modulator41. Fortunately, silicon photonics platform has access to high index

contrast waveguides and the most advanced ion implantation processes. This combination

minimizes the device footprint and enables design and fabrication capabilities that can fully

utilize the weak electro-refractive effect. Further, tight and seamless interaction between the

electronic and silicon photonic layers can be realized which lowers the interface capacitance.

The low interface capacitance can lead to improvements in communications energy efficiency

4.2-4. After reaching enough volume in the market, the economies of scale will reduce the cost

of the electro-optic silicon photonic devices. At that point, other fields such as sensors, phased

arrays and analog systems will utilize electro-optic modulation or phase shifters in a

commercial scale.

4.2 The electro-refractive effect in silicon

The ability to dope silicon enabled ease of changing free-carrier concentration. Assuming a

drude media, the change in free-carrier concentration (AN) will induce material polarization,

altering the plasma frequency wp=(ANq2/(Em*))O-5. Here, the q is electron charge, m* is the

effective mass and E is the electric permittivity. The dielectric polarization for such a media can

be expressed as D=EE+AP= EE+AEe-rE. This effect is referred as free-carrier plasma dispersion

effect in silicon but we will use the more general representation, the electro-refractive effect.

The electric permittivity perturbation due to this electro-refractive effect is connected with the
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plasma frequency4.5, AEe-r=-oW,/ (EW2). Using this relationship, the dielectric polarization is

expressed as D=EE+AEe-rE=EE-ANq 2/(m*W 2)E. The conversion of electric permittivity

perturbation to change in refractive index can be approximated with AE=(n 2_(n-An) 2) -2nAn.

Although the drude model does not capture the silicon bandgap and Lorentz media

properties, it gives the intuition for an ideal modulator. The direct relation between the free-

concentration change and the magnitude of this effect indicates to exchange maximum

concentration of free-carrier concentration. However, there is a caveat with this simplification,

the real part of the electric permittivity perturbation also alters the imaginary permittivity

related to the Kramers-Kronig relation41.The loss and phase of the silicon is altering at the same

time. The measured change in complex refractive index is presented as a function of acceptor

and donor free-carrier at X-1.55pm in reference 41 and this experimental data is curve fitted in

the form below.

An = A NI^ + J QN ,D
A,D ID , D AD

where, ND and NA are the donor and acceptor concentrations, respectively and the curve fitting

parameters for donors and acceptors are AD=-2.37X10- 3 , BD=1.08, CD=4.92x10-26, DD=1.2 and,

AA=-3.93x1 018, BA=0.82, CA=1.96x1 0-24, DA=1.1, respectively4.6-8. The fitted complex refractive

index perturbation is plotted in Figure 4.1. The result shows that real part of the index

perturbation (An) is larger than the imaginary part (Ak) for medium to low doping

concentrations. Therefore, this effect can be utilized maximally in a phase modulator than an

electro-absorption modulator.
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4.1 - The electro-refractive (free-carrier plasma dispersion) complex refractive index pe
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The prior art of electro-refractive silicon modulators

rturbation as a

The electrical structure to extract or inject free-carrier concentration is a capacitor and p-n

and p-i-n diodes are the straight forward path to realize a capacitor. Early work focused on the

use of an electrical p-n junction diode placed inside a silicon waveguide to tune the phase of

one or both arm(s) of a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometer. MZ modulators were initially

focused due to the similarity to existing LiNbO3 MZ modulator that have enabled wide-band

and temperature insensitive operation 46 9 10. However, the electro-refractive effect only matters

where the depletion region within this diode is altering with voltage. The change in depletion

region overlaps weakly with the overall optical mode and combined with the weak electro-

refractive effect, the effective refractive index change of An<5x1 0-4 is typical. For turning on and
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off the output of the MZ modulator, a pi phase shift (AL=2rAnL/X=r) between the arms is

required. Therefore, typical length in silicon MZ modulators is L>1.55mm. Long structures are

not desired due to their large capacitance, high-power consumption and travelling wave

electrode requirements for high bandwidth communications. A compelling solution to these

problems was to enhance the electro-refractive effect through the use of optical resonance, in

compact microring modulators 411. The first resonant modulator 4.11 relied on carrier injection

which provide a large frequency shift due to the high carrier density produced with an applied

voltage. However, injection based devices exhibit relatively low bandwidths due to the long

free-carrier lifetime (1 ns) displayed in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platforms. To increase the

device speed, depletion-based modulators, primarily limited to the device electrical RC time

constant, were introduced soon after the initial microring-modulator demonstration 4-781119

4.4 Understanding the electro-refractive effect in resonators

In a resonant depletion-mode modulator, a voltage applied to a p-n junction changes the

depletion width, which, through the plasma dispersion effect, results in a perturbation to the

permittivity (AE). This permittivity change induces a resonant frequency shift to each mode m

of Awm. The magnitude of the shift can be derived from Poynting's theorem and is expressed

as the ratio between the perturbed and total energy within the resonator45 .

- A e e* .eodv

' Ef e .e. dv 2 gv0
2 mVe

where, Wm the unperturbed resonant frequency, en the electric field distribution of mode
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number m, and vp and v0 are the perturbed and total resonator volume, respectively. The

approximation assumes the electric field, em,, has a uniform flattop distribution within the silicon

core. Furthermore, the total resonator volume can be approximated by v0=WHL, where W, H

and L are the width, height, and length of the resonator core respectively. Similarly, the

perturbed volume is approximated by vp=AwdDL, where Awd is the change in depletion region

size at a given applied potential, D is a junction-profile dependent parameter, which is shown

in Figure 4.2-a, and L is the length of the resonator. D is equal to H in lateral4132-21 and W in

vertical 4.6-8 15 -17 junction profiles, and to the ratio of the core area (HW) to half the length of the

p-n junction period, Lp-n, (D=2HW/L,-n) for an interleaved junction profile 14 19 ,22. The relative

change in permittivity (AE/E) is related to the relative change in refractive index (An/n) by

AE/E=((n+An) 2 -n 2)/n2 ~2An/n. This can be substituted in the resonance shift equation.

An AwdD
'"r ' n WH

This equation can be further simplified by using the relation between the change in refractive

index and free-carrier concentrations.

An= A AN +JCADN A,
A,D D D .4,D

Note that the imaginary part of the index change modifies the cavity loss but does not induce

a real frequency shift. It is therefore the real part of the index change that matters in this

analysis. Instead of using exact fit, shown in Figure 4.1, BA~BD~1, A~AA=ADand NA~- ND~N are

assumed for simplicity in the resonance shift equation.
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Acor = - ANAwd D
n WH

Finally, the depletion width change can be related to the device capacitance through the

accumulated charge by considering AQ/L=qNDAwdand AQ~zCAV=CVppfor AWd< <Wd, where V is

the applied electric potential and Cis the junction capacitance, EDL/wd. The final result is then:

A CV A CV

nq WHL nq v0

We, thus, conclude that, to first order, the frequency shift of a depletion-based

modulator is directly proportional to the capacitance per unit volume of the resonator (C/v0 ).

Since the waveguide cross-section is generally fixed to maintain single mode operation, it is

desirable to maximize the junction capacitance per unit length to achieve the largest frequency

shift. It is important to note that the depletion width and junction capacitance are a function

of the applied potential. The approximate depletion width for an abrupt p-n junction as a

function of voltage is given below.

(6)
Wd u2 - V Bq N

assuming NA~ND~N and where, (B is the built-in potential42 .

While the increased capacitance might appear to increase the switching energy (CV 2),

the reduction in the voltage required to achieve a desired frequency shift outweighs this effect

due to the square-dependence of the voltage on the switching energy. Further, attaining a

CMOS compatible voltage (~1V) is itself an important parameter and a higher capacitance

reduces the drive voltage. It is important to note that only the junction capacitance that

interacts with the optical mode matters, capacitance everywhere else in the device should be
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minimized.
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W
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Figure 4.2 - a) Lateral, vertical and interleaved junction profiles for common depletion-mode modulators.

Junction profile dependent parameter (D) and capacitance per unit length (C/L) is depicted below each junction

profile. b) Simulated frequency shift as a function of applied potential for a fixed silicon core width of 400nm

and height of 220nm for three different junction profiles with N-101 8/cm 3.

Depletion-based modulators can be classified into lateral, vertical and interleaved

junction profiles or a combination of the three. Silicon waveguides have taken on a wide but

thin profile in order to reduce the susceptibility of the waveguide to lithographic variations,

minimize the aspect ratio of gap fills, and to form polarization-maintaining waveguides. On
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account of this aspect ratio, vertical junction modulators achieve a greater capacitance per unit

length than horizontal junction modulators and therefore achieve lower voltage and energy

consumption operation. However, an interesting horizontal junction modulator design has

emerged, commonly referred to as the interleaved junction. Interleaved junctions can achieve

a very large capacitance per unit length, and can even surpass the performance of the vertical

junction modulator if the p-n junction period (Lp,) is such that Lp-n s 2H (e.g. <400nm). However,

to achieve such a tight pitch requires high-resolution implant mask features (<1 50-200nm) and

contact spacing (<100nm) which is hard to achieve in typical silicon photonics process flows.

To illustrate the differences between each junction profile, the calculated resonant frequency

shift as a function of voltage is depicted in Figure 4.2-b at A=1.55pm for a fixed core thickness

of 220nm, width of 400nm, a built-in potential of 0.7V, and a carrier concentration of

N-1 018/cm3. As is shown in the graph, the vertical and interleaved junction profiles provide the

greatest frequency shift for a given applied voltage.

4.5 The summary of electro-refractive resonant modulators

The injection-based modulators cannot be used for high speed modulation without pre-

emphasis. The pre-emphasis circuitry that takes the derivative of the bit stream and amplifies

the signal, consumes significant energy. Therefore, we will focus our discussion on depletion-

based resonant modulator. The first depletion-based resonant modulator utilized a vertical p-

n junction and achieved an error-free energy-per-bit of just 60fJ/bit, paved the way for ultra-

low energy modulators 412. The vertical junction enabled interior p+ and n+ contacts,

eliminating the need for a ridge waveguide, and preserving the hard outer wall of a step-index
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silicon microdisk. The hard outer wall yielded better modal confinement, allowing for more

compact (-3.5pm diameter) microdisk modulators, with larger free spectral ranges (FSR) and

greatly reduced total device capacitance471216. In addition, the vertical junction microdisk

modulators exhibit a much larger overlap of the junction with the optical mode, and as a result

have achieved electro-optic responses as large as 60pmN (7.5GHzN)415 and 90pmN (11 GHzN)

4.16. Driven in both depletion and sub-threshold forward biased modes, these microdisk

modulators achieved an error-free energy-per-bit of just 3fJ/bit at 12.5Gb/s 415 and, error-free

-1 3fJ/bit modulation up to 25Gb/s 4 .16. These modulators had a device capacitance of 12fF in a

1.6pm3 junction volume 415 and a device capacitance of 36fF in a 4.6pm3 junction volume4.16. As

we derived in section 4.4, the electro-optic responses are correlated with the junction

capacitance per unit volume. When a microdisk modulator is driven differentially, an error-free

energy-per-bit of just 0.9fJ/bit at a data rate of 10Gb/s is achieved4 5. Despite the low power

operation of vertical junction modulators, ridge-based based microring modulators with lateral

junctions and interior/exterior contacts have persisted due to their ease of implementation.

Early demonstrations of ridge-based depletion modulators achieved operation at 10Gb/s with

an energy-per-bit of -50fJ/bit, an electro-optic response of 20pmN (-2.5GHzN) and a device

capacitance of 50fF in an 11.6pm3 junction volume42 0. More recent ridge-waveguide based

microring modulators using lateral junctions have achieved an energy of ~7fJ/bit4 21 , an electro-

optic response of 26pmN (-3GHzN) and a junction capacitance of 20.5fF in a 5.4pm3 junction

volume. However, no bit-error-rate information was provided42 . Other demonstrations at

25Gb/s have also been made using interleaved junctions with 471fJ/bit, an electro-optic

response of 34pmN (-4GHzN), and a device capacitance of 184fF in a 33.1 pm 3 junction volume
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4.14 and >66fJ/bit without bit-error-rate information and with an electro-optic response of

40pmN (~5GHzN) and a junction capacitance of 66fF in a 28.3pm3 junction volume4 2 , thus,

highlighting the challenge of achieving low energy error-free operation at high data rates. Yet,

future communication links are expected to run at 25Gb/s. The difficulty in realizing high data

rates in resonant modulators lies in the fact that, in bandwidth limited modulators, operation

at 25Gb/s requires an electro-optic shift that is 2.5-times larger than at 10Gb/s in order to

sustain the performance (e.g. insertion loss and extinction ratio). Given the square-root

dependence of the depletion width with applied voltage, doing so requires 6.25-times the

voltage, resulting in -39-times more energy-per-bit (Ebit = CV2 /4) than is required at 10Gb/s.

4.6 A hybrid junction silicon interior ridge modulator

We discussed the interior-ridge resonator geometry in section 2.3. Although the compact

interior-ridge resonator allows for single mode high-Q operation, it only enables direct contact

to the interior ridge for the bottom half of the silicon core waveguide. Thus, a vertical junction

alone can't have interior contacts. An interleaved junction or a vertical-interleaved hybrid

junction facilitates contact within an interior-ridge resonator. The hybrid junction also enables

further optimization of the capacitance per unit length (C/L) as shown in Figure 4.3. A high

capacitance per unit length is achievable by adjusting the ratio of vertical junction length (L,,,)

and the p-n junction period (Lpn) while reducing the required lithographic resolution. In order

to minimize the contact resistance, the hybrid junction is contacted through the interleaved

interior p+ and n+ doped regions, formed next to the ridge edge, as illustrated in Figure 4.4-a.
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Figure 4.3 - Hybrid Junction profile for single p-n junction period and corresponding overlap and capacitance

per unit length.

The identical p- and n-type doping concentrations were simulated using Sentaurus Process to

have a depletion width (wd) of 120nm to achieve optimum balance between internal Q, the

modal overlap and junction capacitance. In order to implement the modulator, two levels of

metal were used to avoid shorting of the n and p contacts to the diode (Figure 4.4-a). The

junction period was chosen to be 3.6pm due to interior contact-to-contact spacing limitations

within our fabrication process, but the ratio of the vertical component of the junction to the

total junction length was varied according to Lert/Lpn=O, 0.25, 0.5, respectively. These ratios are

corresponding to capacitance per unit lengths of 0.05fF/pm, 0.1 3fF/pm, and 0.22fF/pm and

estimated frequency shifts of 1.9GHzN, 5.OGHzN, and 8.3GHz/V, respectively. An Lver/Lp_, above

0.5 would improve the frequency shift for a given applied voltage in the device, but at the

expense of reduced electrical bandwidth as a result of increased resistance within the hybrid

junction.
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Figure 4.4 - a) 3D sketch of the designed and fabricated interior ridge electro-optic silicon modulator and bus

waveguide, showing size, implants and metal interconnection. b) 3D-FDTD simulation of an interior ridge

resonator, showing single-mode operation and almost loss-less (>99.9%) circular interior contacts.

The interior ridge resonator was implemented using a conservative 2.5pm outer radius with

an interior-ridge etch. Three-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) ring-down
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simulations were performed in order to verify that the structure was in fact single mode and to

assess the resultant fsr. A top-view of the radial electric field mode distribution, depicted in

Figure 4.4-b (inset), clearly demonstrates that only one radial mode was excited. The spectral

response of the ring, obtained from discrete Fourier transforms taken from the FDTD

simulations with the results plotted in Figure 4.4-b, reveals the expected 5.3THz fsr.

0

I -2

-40

Single Mode Operation
-8 5.3 THz (43nm) FSR

* -10 > 50 Channels

-12

-14
1545 1555 1565 1575 1585 1595

Wavelength [nm]
Figure 4.5 - Transmission (through port) spectrum of a 2.5pm radius interior ridge resonator, showing single

mode operation over a 5.3THz (43nm) FSR.

The spectral response of the modulator was measured by exciting the fundamental TE-

mode of the bus waveguide with an Agilent 81600B tunable laser source. The laser was tuned

from A~1543nm to A~1595nm and the spectrum shows single-mode operation over a wide

uncorrupted FSR of 5.3THz (Figure 4.5).

To compare the advantages of a hybrid junction profile, interior ridge modulators with

different vertical junction and interleaved junction ratios (Lvt/Lp-n=0, 0.25 and 0.5) were

fabricated. A vertical junction microdisk modulator416was used for comparison. All modulators
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were tuned individually by applying voltage across the modulator contacts and the frequency

shift of each modulator as a function of voltage is shown in Figure 4.6-a. The vertical junction

microdisk modulator has an 1 1GHzN frequency shift, whereas, the hybrid junction interior

ridge modulator has a 2GHzN, 5GHzN and 8GHzN frequency shift for Lver/Lp-n=0, 0.25 and 0.5,

respectively. The realized modulator frequency shifts are in line with the simulated frequency

a) 
5

0 0

---- Vertical Junction Microdisk
-10 N. Interior Ridge, L /Lp_ =0.5

a,
Interior Ridge, L /L =0.25

-15 Interior Ridge, Lverf/L _ =0.0

-1 -0.5 0 0.5
Bias Voltage [V]

b)

0.

2A -2
0

-0.5V, 3.2 pA
'--8 -8OV, OpA

-1V, 4.7pA
-10 -- 2V, 35pA

1590.5 1590.75 1591 1591.25 1591.5
Wavelength [nm]

Figure 4.6 - a) Measured electro-optic resonance frequency shifts for vertical microdisk and interior ridge

modulators (Lvert/L;D,=0, 0.25 and 0.5). Overlap (F), based on a fixed depletion width change (AWd =20nm), is

calculated for each modulator. b) Measured transmission spectra of the resonator at applied DC bias voltages

of 0.5V, OV, -IV and -2V, respectively.
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shifts. The small deviation from the theory is attributed to the non-ideal junction profile and

modal overlap with the depletion width. The interior ridge hybrid junction modulator, LveV/LP.

n=0.5, achieved only -1.3 times smaller frequency shift or capacitance per unit length, which in

turn required -1.3 times more voltage than a vertical junction modulator. However, the length

of the p-n pairs (Lp-n) can be minimized to induce much larger frequency shifts for a given

applied voltage.

The spectral response as a function of applied DC bias for Lver/Lp-n 0.5 is shown in Figure

4.6-b. The internal Q was limited to -8000 by the non-zero overlap of the optical mode and

interior highly doped p+ and n+ regions, separated by only 300nm from the interior edge of

ridge. Those regions can be placed further from the ridge edge to achieve higher internal Q.

The modulator was also slightly overcoupled, which limited the static (i.e. passive) extinction

ratio to -9dB. This can also be improved by properly adjusting the gap between the modulator

and bus waveguide to achieve critical coupling.

For high speed characterization, a high-speed pattern generator was used to generate a

non-return-to-zero (NRZ) on-off-keyed (OOK) signal, encoded with a 231-1 pseudo-random-bit-

sequence (PRBS) at data rates from 15Gb/s to 30Gb/s. The output of the pattern generator was

0.5Vpp with a 0.25V reverse DC bias. A DC bias-tee and a linear amplifier were used to achieve a

voltage swing from 0.5V to -1.7V (2.2Vp). A 500-terminated GSG probe was used to eliminate

transmission line reflections and ensure that the voltage dropped across the modulator was

the driven 2.2Vpp. The laser, coupled into the interior-ridge modulator (Lvert/Lp-n= 0.5), was set to

A-1590.9nm and the through port output passed through an erbium doped fiber amplifier

(EDFA) to overcome fiber-to-chip coupling losses. A tunable bandpass filter with a 1 nm full-
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width-half-maximum was used to filter out the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the

EDFA.

High-speed optical eye diagrams were measured with a digital sampling scope at data rates

of 1 5Gb/s, 20Gb/s, 25Gb/s, and 30Gb/s. The dynamic extinction ratio and insertion loss, shown

below each eye diagram in Figure 4.7, were calculated from the optical true "0" and true "1",

indicated on the vertical axis. Optical true "0" and "1 " correspond to the amplified spontaneous

15Gb/s

ER = 7.4 dB
IL = 1.25 dB

25Gb/s

ER =6.11 dB
IL = 1.54 dB

20Gb/s

ER = 7.2 dB
IL = 1.16 dB

30Gb/s

ER = 6.05 dB
IL = 1.76 dB

Figure 4.7 - Experimentally measured high-speed optical eye diagrams egressing from the silicon electro-optic

hybrid junction interior ridge modulator (Lvert/Lp_,= 0.5), which was driven with a terminated probe and 2.2VPP

NRZ-OOK PRBS at a data rate of 15-, 20-, 25- and 30-Gb/s and a pattern length of a 2"-1. Extinction ratio (ER)

and insertion loss (IL) are denoted below the eye diagrams at each data rate.

emission (ASE) floor after the filter and the off resonance transmission level at A-1590nm,
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respectively. With low insertion loss (-1.8dB) and high extinction ratio (6.1 dB) at a data rate of

30Gb/s, the eye diagrams were continuously open at data rates from 15Gb/s to 30Gb/s.

Throughout the experiments, neither signal equalization nor pre-emphasis was used.

For signal integrity characterization, the data transmission encoded by the hybrid junction

modulator (Lvert/Lp-n 0.5) was passed through a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and received

by a 40Gb/s high-speed p-i-n photodiode and transimpedance amplifier (PIN-TIA). The received

data was then fed differentially to a bit-error-rate tester (BERT) for evaluation. The total fiber-

to-fiber insertion loss was -16dB, and the intensity before the EDFA was -- OdBm. Bit-error-

rate (BER) measurements were performed at data rates of 1 5Gb/s, 20Gb/s, 25Gb/s, and 30Gb/s,

respectively (Figure 4.8a-b). For all data rates, the device achieved error-free operation (BER

<1012) for a PRBS pattern length of 231_1. No pattern-dependence from 2 -1 to 2-311 was

observed. This is verified by low leakage current in depletion-mode operation. A commercial

LiNbO 3 Mach-Zehnder modulator, rated to a 3dB bandwidth of 35GHz, was similarly

characterized for comparison. The commercial modulator was driven with an AC coupled 5.5VPP

electrical signal. The power penalty was recorded as the received intensity (power) difference

at a BER of 10- between the silicon hybrid junction interior ridge modulator and the

commercial LiNbO3 modulator (Figure 4.8-a). Transmitted data were received with a power

penalty of 0.8dB, 1.18dB, 1.87dB and 2.8dB at data rates of 15Gb/s, 20Gb/s, 25Gb/s and 30Gb/s,

respectively. The increasing power penalty with increasing data rate is related to the RC limited

response of the modulator.
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Figure 4.8 - Bit-error-rate (BER) curves measured for silicon electro-optic hybrid junction interior ridge

modulator (Lert/Lp -= 0.5) and a commercial LiNbO 3 modulator at a) 15Gb/s and 20Gb/s data rates and b) 25Gb/s

and 30Gb/s data rates, all with PRBS pattern lengths of a 231-1. The bit-error-rate curves for the commercial

LiNbO 3 modulator were used as a reference to obtain the power penalty of the interior ridge modulator.

The energy consumption of the interior-ridge modulator (Lver/Lp-n=0.5) was measured using

a time domain reflectometer (TDR). The absorbed power of the modulator was determined by

subtracting two TDR measurements (Figure 4.9). First, the reflected voltage (Vp) from the

transmission line, non-terminated GSG probe and pads (Zp) was initially determined using the
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experimental setup, shown in Figure 4.9-a. The reflected voltage was then normalized to the

emanating step voltage (Vi) to extract the frequency domain reflection coefficient,

SI, - L - ZP ZO, where, Zo, 500, is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. The
vn Z+ZO

absorbed switching power in this path was determined by the following equation,

PS, = (-(SP,)') / Z. Second, the reflected voltage (VpM) from this path and the modulator

(ZM), connected to the identical wiring, was determined using the experimental setup, shown

in Figure 4.9-b. The normalized frequency domain reflection coefficient and absorbed

switching power was determined by the following equations, S,' - '" -ZPM 0 and
1" ZP, +ZO

' = -(Sfr") " /Z, respectively. With close electrical and photonics integration these

devices will not require long transmission lines, probing or large GSG pads. Therefore, the

stand-alone modulator absorbed power is P' = (I

subtracting

pM = P" - P'P

the previously

= ((sf)2

-(sV) / ZO, which can be calculated by

measured power consumptions,

/Z. The switching power of the modulator (Pr") was

integrated over time to obtain switching energy, E, = J'"dt. Alternatively, using the parallel

1 1 1
equivalent impedance model, - +-, we can approximate the modulator reflection

ZPM Zp ZA

coefficient with the following equation,
sP'" V-I- - PM-

SIP V-"P v-

2Z
ZAJ - ZO - 0)

Z
ZuZO (ZI,+ ZO)

Z -Z
- Z4+Z sill~M "+ S'"
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which was also performed4 1 . This approximation is accurate for ZP >> Zo2 , and overestimates

the high frequency power consumption as ZP approaches to Zo2.

a)

TDR Z=500 PADSOn-ChipTDR Z0=500 CPADS Open

'4-2
0)

b)

0

SX TDR Z 0=50f) CPADS ZM

0 
)

c)

6 V+'

Time (t)
Reference (Vp-)

-- Modulator (Vpm)
Figure 4.9 - Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) measurement setup; a) electrical setup, configured for

measuring reflected voltage (Vp) from open ended on-chip pads (CPADS), b) electrical setup, configured for

measuring reflected voltage (VP), from modulator load (ZM) and identical on-chip pads (CPADS), c) Emanating

TDR input (+ direction) and reflected TDR output (- direction) representation for reference and modulator with

pads for a given voltage input.

The TDR step height was only 0.25Vpp and the capacitance of the modulator was a

function of voltage. Due to these conditions, power consumption requires multiple TDR

measurements; here five measurements were done from 0.5V to -2V and a bias-tee was used

to adjust the DC offset. Then, the total switching power is integrated over time to obtain
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switching energy Es. The measured switching energy (Es~CVP 2) was 20.8fJ when a 2.5Vpp with

a DC bias of -0.75V dropped across the modulator pins (Figure 4.10). The average capacitance

of the modulator was extracted from this measurement to be ~3.3fF.

In a PRBS-NRZ signal, transitions from 0 to 0, 0 to 1, 1 to 1 and I to 0 are equally probable

and the energy is only consumed to charge the capacitor in a 0 to 1 transition. Therefore, the

energy-per-bit consumption of the modulator is one quarter of the switching energy; here

4fJ/bit for a 2.2Vpp drive (Ebit=Es/4=3.3fFx2.2VPP2/4=4fJ/bit). The modulator also consumed

0.5fJ/bit (19pAx(1.7V/2)/3OGbits/s =0.5fJ/bit) due to a leakage current of 19pA at -1.7V,

originating from band-to-band tunneling between interior interleaved p+ and n+ regions. The

total energy-per-bit for the hybrid modulator was then 4.5fJ/bit. The leakage current can be

eliminated by introducing oxide trenches between the interior p+ and n+ regions.

0.5 .25

--0.34-1

0.3 115 ,D

0 - 1^ W

o C

0 0 000.4-0 0

10 :1

0 0.1-5

0'0 100 200 300 400 500
Time [ps]

Figure 4.10 - Time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurement of the hybrid junction modulator power

consumption and switching energy (Es=CVpP 2) for a 2.5Vpp drive from 0.5V to -2.OV. The average capacitance is

extracted to be 3.3fF. The energy-per-bit for a 2.2Vpp drive from 0.5V to -1.7V is ~4fJ/bit
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By implementing an interior ridge-contacting scheme in a microring-modulator with a hard

outer wall resonator and a hybrid junction, we have demonstrated a modulator that

simultaneously achieves high-speed (30Gb/s) operation and a large, uncorrupted FSR (5.3THz).

Specifically, the hybrid junction yields a frequency shift of 8GHzN, and enables 30Gb/s error

free operation with 2.2Vpp terminated drive and 4.5fJ/bit power consumption. However, lower

voltage operation and larger shifts are required for direct CMOS compatibility and lower power

consumption. Higher junction capacitance per unit length is required for such a result.

4.7 An ultralow power silicon microdisk modulator

The vertical junction in a microdisk modulator serves to maximize the capacitance-per-unit

volume and thereby ensures maximal frequency shift for a given applied voltage. However, the

resonance frequency shifts were not maximized. To illustrate the advantage of a vertical

junction over the typical interleaved or lateral junctions, the resonant frequency shifts as a

function of voltage are calculated using equations in section 4.5 but for a higher doping

concentration of N-3x1018/cm3 instead of N~1018/cm 3 and depicted in Figure 4.11-a. The

vertical junction profile provides a much large frequency shift (Afvertia30.9GHzN) at a given

applied voltage than the lateral (Afatera,~6.9GHzN) or the interleaved (Afinterleaved22.7GHzN)

profiles. To achieve a given frequency shift, the vertical junction profile thus requires 4.5 and

1.4 times smaller voltage drive, respectively, which translates to -20 and -2 times smaller

energy consumption (switching energy, Es). Note also that the electro-optic response of the

current vertical junction profile is larger than that in 41215-16 due to improvements in device

geometry and doping concentration, as indicated above.
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junction profiles for common depletion-mode modulators.

Capacitance per unit length (C/L) is expressed below each junction profile. b) Internal quality factor as a function

of radius for a microdisk and ridge resonator. TE radial electric filed mode profile of important points are overlaid

with the resonator cross-sections. The thickness of the silicon microdisk resonator was 220nm. The silicon ridge

resonator had a 480nm wide silicon core and a ridge and full height of 80nm and 300nm, respectively.

While increasing the capacitance-per-unit volume in the optically active region of the

resonator is helpful, reducing the overall capacitance of the device is desired to achieve the

lowest switching energy. The use of an interior circular contact together with a hard outer

resonator wall in the microdisk aids in doing just that by allowing for a tightly confined,

compact device as shown in Figures 4.11-b and 4.12-a. Compared to a typical ridge waveguide

based resonator, the overall resonator volume is minimized and the capacitance is

concentrated over the optically active region of the junction as shown in Fig. 4.12-b. The quality

factor of an undoped microdisk resonator with a radius of 1.5pm is equivalent to that of an

undoped ridge resonator with a radius of 4.5pm. The sharp bending radius of microdisk
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resonator leads more than 9 times less volume, compared to the typical ridge-contacted

microring-resonator. In addition, the interior circular contact, enabled by overlapping p+ and

n+ regions within the microdisk center, also minimizes the device resistance. This was the first

time such a contact has been realized within any silicon modulator. Minimizing the resistance

allows for the applied voltage to be dropped directly across the optically active region of the

junction, significantly improving performance as only radial and vertical resistive components

are important. The large azimuthal resistances, which limited the performance of prior

demonstrations 41
2 , are eliminated. The vertical and radial resistive components are

illustrated in Figure 4.12-a. Given the very short electrical paths to the vertical junction there is

effectively no parasitic resistance to inhibit the electro-optic response or the bandwidth

(f = 1/(27rRC)). The low resistance and smaller overall capacitance, together with the large

capacitance-per-unit volume, make this modulator a significant advance over prior geometries.

The microdisk modulator, including the fabrication process steps, was simulated using

Synopsys's Sentaurus software suite, and the carrier concentration as a function of voltage was

extracted (Figure 4.12-c). The depletion width can be approximated as the distance between

50% of the peak of the n and p doping concentrations. Using this approximation, the depletion

width is estimated to be 124nm, 132nm and 139nm for applied voltages of 0.25V, OV, and

-0.25V, respectively.

The radial electric field component of the optical mode, simulated using the complex, full-

vectorial and cylindrical finite difference mode-solver (FDM) 4 25, is shown in Figure 4.12-a. There

is a large modal overlap between the vertical depletion region and the optical mode
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Figure 4.12 - a) a 3D sketch of the electro-optic silicon microdisk modulator is drawn to show the cross-section,

size, doping profile, metal connections and the optical mode overlapped with the vertical p-n junction. The grey

regions illustrate the depletion region in the vertical p-n junction within the microdisk and the undoped bus

waveguide adjacent to the microdisk. The electrical equivalent diagram of the circularly contacted microdisk is

also overlaid, illustrating n+, p+, p, n doped region and vertical via resistances (R, Rp+, Rp R, Rvia) and the

junction capacitance (C1). b) A scanning electron microscopy image of the silicon microdisk modulator, revealed

by dry etching the SiO2.The signal pad, connected by short (-10-1 00pm) wires, is shown on the left side of the

image. c) The simulated finite element model (FEM) vertical junction carrier distribution profile as a function of

applied voltage. d) The measured and simulated (green dashed curves) transmission spectra of the resonator,

at -26.5'C and with applied DC bias voltages of 0.25V, OV and -0.25V, respectively.
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yielding a large frequency shift. In order to ensure high-Q operation, the highly doped p+ and

n+ regions, which act as low resistance contacts, were placed 1 pm away from the outer wall of

the resonator where there is only negligible overlap with the optical mode. The cylindrical FDM

simulations show that the 220-nm-thick silicon microdisk with its hard outer resonator wall

supports a radiation-limited internal Q of over one-million for diameters as small as 4-pm. Here,

we chose a 4.8-pm diameter microdisk due to contact geometry and process design rule

limitations, as opposed to radiation limits, which resulted in a 2.5pm3 junction volume. The

capacitance of the modulator (C=QN), including the full doping profile, n+ and p+ regions and

the wiring shown in Figs. 4.12a-c, was estimated to be -17fF from AC Sentaurus device

simulations. The compact junction volume combined with the vertical-junction and the circular

contact maximize capacitance-per-unit-volume and minimize total device capacitance and

device resistance. This modulator consumes an estimated switching energy (Es=CV 2) of -4.25fJ

for an AC coupled 0.5VPP drive voltage. The estimated energy-per-bit (Ebit=p(0-0)xEo-o+p(0-

1)xEoi+p(1-1)xE 11+p(1-0)xE1 o=Es/4=CV2/4) is 1.06fJ-per-bit. An electrical step function from

-0.25V to 0.25V was applied in Sentaurus device simulation to the modulator, including the full

doping profile and the wiring shown in Figure 4.12-a. The resultant step response was fitted

with an exponential rise function, revealing an estimated electrical 3dB bandwidth of -35GHz.

A continuous-wave (CW) lightwave generated by a tunable laser source was coupled to the

fundamental TE-mode of the on-chip silicon waveguide using a tapered single mode fiber. The

through port spectral response as a function of applied DC bias was measured at a temperatue

of 26.5'C and the results are plotted in Figure 4.12-d alongside the numerical simulations. The

carrier distribution as a function of voltage, simulated by Sentaurus, was converted into an
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index distribution using the electro-refractive equations. The index distribution was fed into

the FDM to determine the complex propagation constant as a function of voltage. The complex

propagation constant was then input to the transfer matrix of the resonant modulator4.27 in

order to theoretically predict the spectral response as a function of voltage. The loss within the

modulator was both measured and simulated to be -29dB-per-cm. Losses from radiation and

sidewall roughness are found to be negligible compared to the loss from free-carrier

absorption. The p-n junction acts as a capacitor in the reverse-biased and sub-threshold

forward-biased regimes of operation. Frequency shifts of +8GHz and -7GHz, resulting from the

charging and discharging of this capacitor, were observed under applied biases of 0.25V and

-0.25V respectively. These shifts agree well with the theoretical predictions and reveal a record

250pm-per-V (30GHz-per-V) response. The optical modulation bandwidth can be extracted

from the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) and is equal to: f,= li- x fFWHM 426. The

V72- 1 factor stems from the fact that the resonator stores light (to achieve data level 0) and

releases the light (to achieve data level 1). The FWHM was measured to be -30GHz (Figure 4.12-

d), which yields an optical modulation bandwidth of -19.3GHz. Combined with the simulated

electrical modulation bandwidth (-35GHz, see above), this yields a device bandwidth,(I-pt),

of -17GHz, calculated using ) r + .

fJ3d B K 3dB) 3dB)
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Figure 4.13 - a) The electrical setup for the time domain reflectometry (TDR) reference measurement,

configured for measuring the reflected voltage (Vp-) from the open ended on-chip pads (Zp). b) The electrical

setup for the time domain reflectometry (TDR) reference and modulator measurement, configured for

measuring the reflected voltage (Vpm), from the modulator load (ZM) and identical on-chip pads (Zp). The TDR

input and reflected TDR output directions are depicted with + and - signs. c) The time domain reflectometry

(TDR) measurement of the electro-optic modulator power consumption and switching energy for a 0.5VPP AC-

coupled drive.

The electrical power and switching energy of the stand-alone modulator were measured

using a time domain reflectometer (TDR), which was explained in section 4.6. The

measurement, shown in Figure 4.13, is performed for an AC coupled 0.5Vpp drive dropped

across the modulator via a 500 terminated probe. The probe is terminated because without

the termination, only a ~0.25VeP drive is required due to the large reflection that would

otherwise occur at the high impedance modulator. However, the modulator is intended to

operate with an integrated CMOS circuit, which will drop the drive voltage across the

modulator pins without reflection since the circuit is a local deep sub-wavelength (electrical)
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circuit and transmission line effects are not present. Thus, the 500 termination is required to

accurately characterize the modulator performance under the intended method of operation,

but it will be neither used nor required in practice. The switching energy and energy-per-bit of

the microdisk were experimentally extracted to be 3.65fJ and 0.91 fJ-per-bit, respectively, which

agrees well with the simulated values. The slight difference between the theoretical and

experimental results is explained by a slightly lower p+ and n+ implant activation compared to

the simulations. This would reduce the overall device capacitance. Wire and/or pad capacitance

add to the device capacitance. However, with both direct integration and advanced 3D

integration techniques this addition can be quite low. For example, in direct integration the

total via/wire capacitance has been estimated to be 5fF4 .2 . In wafer bonding based on 3D

integrated through-oxide-vias (TOV)4 9 , the via capacitance has been measured to be -2fF.

Therefore with TOVs, the ground and signal vias will add a total of 4fF of capacitance, similar to

the direct integration case. In either case, the parasitic capacitance will add only -0.3fJ-per-bit,

and the modulator energy consumption will still stay close to IfJ-per-bit.

To investigate high speed performance of the microdisk modulator, high-speed optical eye

diagrams, shown in Figure 4.14-a, were measured using the high-speed electro-optic setup with

a digital sampling oscilloscope at data rates of 1 OGb-per-s, 15Gb-per-s, 20Gb-per-s, and 25Gb-

per-s. In high-speed electro-optic setup, the electrical data, encoded using a pattern generator,

was a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) on-off-keyed (OOK) signal, encoded with a 231_1 pseudo-

random-bit-sequence (PRBS). The output of the pattern generator was 0.5VPP with a +0.25V DC

bias, and a DC block attached to achieve an AC coupled 0.5VPP drive. A 500-terminated GSG

probe was used to eliminate transmission line reflections and ensure that the voltage dropped
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Figure 4.14 - a) The experimentally measured high-speed optical eye diagrams of the silicon electro-optic

modulator driven with a terminated probe and 0.5Vpp NRZ-OOK PRBS with a pattern length of 231-1 at data

rates of 10-, 15-, 20- and 25-Gb-per-s. The extinction ratio (ER) and insertion loss (IL) are denoted below the

eye diagrams at each data rate. b) The bit-error-rate curves measured for the silicon microdisk and commercial

LiNbO 3modulators, for 20- and 25-Gb-per-s data rates. The bit-error-rate curves for the commercial LiNbO 3

modulator were used as a reference to obtain the power penalty of the silicon microdisk modulator. c) The

electro-optic frequency response of the silicon modulator.

across the modulator was 0.5VPP. This termination is not required when electronics are

integrated on-chip since wire lengths will be on the order of 10-to-i 00pm and transmission line

effects are negligible for wires up to a millimeter in length (ARF/10, where ARF = 10mm) at 25Gb-

per-s operation. The laser line, coupled into the microdisk, was set to A-1587.4nm and the
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through port output was then passed through an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to

overcome fiber-to-chip coupling losses. A tunable bandpass filter with a 1 nm 3dB bandwidth

was used to filter out the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the EDFA. Additionally, a

variable optical attenuator (VOA) was inserted before the high-speed p-i-n photodiode and

transimpedance amplifier (PIN-TIA) receiver. The received data was then fed differentially to a

bit-error-rate tester (BERT) for evaluation. No pre-emphasis or equalization of the signal was

used in the measurements. The total fiber-to-fiber insertion loss was -14.5dB, and the intensity

before the EDFA was -- 9dBm.The dynamic extinction ratio and insertion loss are shown below

each eye diagram in Figure 4.14-a. The dynamic extinction ratio (ER) is defined as the ratio of

the average data level 1, <1>, and the average data level 0, <0>, ER=10log(<1>/<0>). The

insertion loss (IL), illustrated in Figure 4.14-a, is defined as the difference between the average

data level 1, <1>, and the optical true "1 as given by the off resonance intensity at A-I 588nm:

IL=1 Olog((<1 >-<O>)/(1 -<0>)). Note also that the optical true "0" corresponds to the amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) floor after the filter at A-1588nm. The modulator exhibits low

insertion loss (-1.0dB) and a high extinction ratio (6.2dB) at a data rate of 25Gb-per-s for 0.5Vpp

drive voltage. The increased insertion loss at high data rates can be explained by the electro-

optic bandwidth limitation.

To further quantify the modulator performance, Bit-Error-Rate (BER) measurements, shown

in Figure 4.14-b, were performed at data rates of 20Gb-per-s and 25Gb-per-s. For data rates up

to 25Gb-per-s, the device achieves error-free operation (BER <1012) for a PRBS pattern length

of 231-1. We did not observe any pattern length dependence on the BER with pattern lengths

ranging from 27-1 to 231-1. This is due to the use of depletion-mode operation and extremely
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low drive voltages, and the low power consumption of the device limiting the thermal load on

the device, which normally contributes to long-pattern errors43 0. A commercial LiNbO 3 Mach-

Zehnder modulator was similarly characterized for comparison, identical to section 4.6. The

power penalty was recorded as the received power difference at a BER of 10-1 between the

silicon microdisk modulator and the commercial LiNbO 3 modulator, as depicted in Figure 4.14-

b. Data transmission with the silicon microdisk modulator was received with a power penalty

of 3.0dB and 3.06dB at data rates of 20Gb-per-s and 25Gb-per-s, respectively. The increased

power penalty at high data rates can be explained by the electro-optic bandwidth difference

between the two modulators and the phase chirp that is introduced by the resonant

modulator.

The electro-optic response of the modulator was characterized using an electrical signal

source with a frequency range from DC to 50GHz. The electrical signal output was calibrated to

achieve a constant peak-to-peak drive voltage for the entire frequency span. The laser was then

aligned to the highly linear part of the resonance at A-1 578.4nm and a 50mVpp sinusoidal small-

signal applied to the microdisk modulator at frequencies spanning 500MHz to 45GHz. The

through port power was measured with an external PIN-TIA receiver and the peak to peak AC

level was recorded and plotted in Figure 4.14-c. The electro-optic 3dB bandwidth was

experimentally measured to be -21GHz, which agrees well with our theoretical small-signal

estimate of 17GHz. The difference is largely due to the fact that the theoretical estimate was

calculated for on-resonance operation and the modulator electro-optic bandwidth was

measured slightly off-resonance to preserve linearity and to achieve a faster response, similar

to431.
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Figure 4.15 - The experimentally measured high-speed optical eye diagrams of the silicon microdisk

modulator when driven with a terminated probe and a 2.2VpP NRZ-OOK PRBS with a pattern length of 21-1 at

data rates of 25-, 34- and 44-Gb-per-s. The extinction ratio (ER) and insertion loss (IL) are denoted below the

eye diagrams at each data rate.

To demonstrate the maximum speed digital operation of the modulator, a voltage amplifier

and a bias tee with a 3-dB bandwidth of 40GHz were attached to the high-speed electro-optic

setup and a 2.2VPP drive signal with --0.5V DC bias was delivered to the modulator. High-speed

optical eye diagrams, shown in Figure 4.15, were measured with a digital sampling oscilloscope

at data rates of up to 44Gb-per-s. The dynamic extinction ratio and insertion loss are shown

below each eye diagram in Figure 4.15. With low insertion loss (0.9dB) and high extinction ratio

(8.0dB), the eye diagrams are still open at 44Gb-per-s. There are a couple of points to consider

that enabled this result. The NRZ 44Gb-per-s data stream only requires -22GHz (half of the

bitrate) of bandwidth since the spectrum of the NRZ signal is proportional to sinc2(f), where f is

the frequency at the bit rate and the major spectral components are below half of the bit rate' .

Also, while the electro-optic 3dB bandwidth was measured to be 21GHz with a small-signal

drive (50mVpP), when the modulator is driven at a reverse biased voltage of -2.2V, the modulator
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bandwidth increases to 22.4GHz due to the reduction of average device capacitance from

-16fF to -14fF, measured by TDR. The reduction in device capacitance stems from the

increased depletion width at higher reverse bias, also observed in414 . Finally, the modulator

starts to operate in the optically limiting regime at this higher drive voltage, also observed in414 .

In this regime, the optical resonance limits the data levels to the optical "O'" and "1", which

enables relatively faster transitions. This demonstration shows that the modulator can provide

on-demand bandwidth with a measured energy consumption of 17.4fJ-per-bit.

4.8 Electro-optic tuning and athermal modulator?

While the aforementioned results in sections 4.5 and 4.6 are impressive, none have

achieved the single-digit femtojoule-class communications at high data rates that will be

required in future on-chip communication links and all have been achieved in thermally stable

environments that are not representative of a real application. The demonstration in section

4.7 is not only interesting from an energy consumption perspective. The capability of shifting

resonance frequency without consuming energy (no thermo-optic tuning, no current) can be

used to overcome the thermal and fabrication variations. Here, we will focus on athermal

operation of the modulator in section 4.7.

The baseline electro-optic performance of the microdisk modulator, a 250pm-per-V

(30GHz-per-V) electro-optic response that enables 1fJ-per-bit operation at 25Gb-per-s,

represents a new standard for resonant modulators. More importantly, the electro-optic

response is sufficiently large to compensate for thermal shifts up to 1 00C. Here, we demonstrate

this principle by varying the temperature of the chip from 200C to 30'C and compensating for
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that variation with electro-optic tuning achieved by varying the bias voltage from -2.2V to O.4V.

To alter and record the chip temperature, a thermoelectric-cooler (TEC) was attached to the

silicon substrate and a thermistor, placed adjacent to the silicon chip, was used to feedback the

a Frequency Detuning [GHz] b Frequency Detuning [GHz]
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Figure 4.16 - a) The measured transmission spectra of the resonant modulator at -26.5'C and applied DC bias

voltages ranging from 0.4V to -2.2V. b) The measured transmission spectra of the resonant modulator over a

1 00C temperature range at OV applied bias. The thermo-optic frequency response was extracted to be ~10GHz-

per-C. c) The measured transmission spectra of the resonator over a 100C temperature range with the

modulator tuned electro-optically to compensate for thermal variations. d) The bit-error-rate curves measured

over a 1 00C temperature range for the silicon resonant modulator, showing error-free operation over the 1 00C

temperature range.
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temperature readout. Then, a commercial TEC proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller

was used to stabilize the chip temperature from 20'C to 30'C with 0.05'C accuracy. The CW

laser was set to A-I 587.6nm and fiber to chip coupling optimized for each temperature set

point due to the thermal expansion of the TEC. The through port spectral response as a function

of applied DC bias was measured at -26.5'C and the results are plotted in Figure 4.16-a. The

modulator shifts -100GHz over an applied voltage range from -2.2V to 0.4V. The resonant

modulator spectra without and with electro-optic thermal compensation over a temperature

range of 20'C to 30'C are shown in Figure 4.16-b and 4.16-c, respectively.

The resonance is tuned electro-optically by utilizing the free-carrier plasma dispersion

effect rather than through traditional thermo-optic tuning. The p-n junction acts as a capacitor

in the reverse biased and sub-threshold forward biased regime of operation. The electro-optic

tuning consumed energy only if the transitions charged this capacitor. Given a microprocessor

thermal time constant of r>1 .ps433 , a worst-case electro-optic tuning power of 69.6nW is

required (Ps=CV 2/T=69.6fJ/1 ps=69.6nW where C is determined from TDR measurements). This

resulted in a negligible energy-per-bit of 0.28aJ-per-bit (Ebi,=69.6nW/25Gb-per-s=0.28aJ-per-

bit), shown in Figure 4.17-c. Up to 27.5*C, the leakage current was sufficiently low that it

contributed an additional tuning energy of only 0.24fJ-per-bit. Therefore, the modulator

operated over a 7.50C range with 1.03fJ-per-bit energy consumption including both tuning

(0.24fJ-per-bit) and modulation energy (0.79fJ-per-bit). The modulation energy is slightly

decreased due to the widened depletion region at reverse biased operation that reduced the

device capacitance, as shown in Figure 4.17-b and 4.17-c. To achieve a full 1 00C temperature

range, a -2.2V bias is required, resulting in a leakage current of 23pA, and consuming a static
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Figure 4.17 -a) Experimentally measured high-speed optical eye diagrams of the silicon electro-optic

modulator. The applied bias voltage (VDc) and measured current (lDc are denoted above the eye diagrams at

each temperature. The extinction ratio (ER) and insertion loss (IL) are denoted below the eye diagrams at each

data rate and temperature. b) The TDR measurements of the electro-optic modulator energy consumptions and

switching energies. c) The breakdown of the thermo-optic, electro-optic and total modulator energy

consumption as a function of temperature, showing the 1 fJ-bit operation over 7.5'C temperature range.

power of 50.61tW. This corresponds to an additional energy cost of 2fJ-per-bit, while

modulation energy was reduced to .77fJ-per-bit. The compensating frequency shift originates

primarily from electro-optic tuning with a minor contribution from thermo-optic tuning due to

the high leakage current resulting from undesired band-to-band tunneling between the highly
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doped contact regions at the larger reverse biases, which can be mitigated with process

optimization. The undesired leakage current also contributed to a small thermo-optic

resonance frequency shift of -7.2GHz (AFlV/7pW/GHz=7.2GHz 434). While tuning the resonance

appropriately for the given temperature, the modulator was driven by a terminated 0.5VPP drive

with a PRBS length of 2 3-1 at a data rate of 25-Gb-per-s across the 10'C temperature range

while observing negligible degradation in eye diagrams and/or error rate. The resulting high-

speed optical eye diagrams, shown in Figure 4.17-a, were measured using a digital sampling

scope. The high extinction ratio and low insertion loss were preserved over the 100C

temperature range at 25Gb-per-s transmission. BER measurements, shown in Figure 4.16-d,

were performed at a data rate of 25Gb-per-s and the modulator achieves error-free operation

(BER <10-12) for a PRBS pattern length of 231-1 over the 100C temperature range. The power

penalty of the data transmission at a BER of 10-1 due to thermal variations was within 0.14dB.

The total energy consumption, shown in Figure 4.17-b for each case, was determined to be

1.03fJ-per-bit over a 7.5'C temperature range and 2.77fJ-per-bit over a 1 00C temperature range.

All prior demonstrations of resonant silicon modulators required thermo-optic tuning due to

their relatively small electro-optic frequency responses. However, implementing thermal

tuning within modulators requires additional contacts, complicating and often degrading the

modulator performance. When tuned over a 1 0*C temperature range, the energy consumption

of these devices increased substantially to ~82fJ-per-bit

(7pW/G Hzx 1 00GHz/1 01 0bits/s+ 1 2fJ/bit=82fJ-per-bit)43 4  and 1 75fJ-per-bit

(42pW/GHzx I00GHz/(2.5x1 O10bits/s)+7fJ/bit=1 75fJ-per-bit)42
I at data rates of 1 0Gb-per-s and

25Gb-per-s, respectively.
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4.9 The athermal modulator integration to a communication

link

Finally, it is useful to consider the modulator performance in the context of a fully

integrated communication link including the driver circuitry. A key part of this consideration is

the inclusion of the circuitry that will be necessary to correct for thermal effects. Within a

microprocessor, baseline temperature variations are typically within 51C4.3 , hence the reason

for the comparison of the modulators across a 100C range. Over this range, our modulator

consumes a total of 2.77fJ-per-bit. However with either a slight reduction in temperature

variations on a microprocessor, or with a reduction in the leakage current of our device, lfJ-

per-bit operation can be maintained. Moreover, even without these improvements with the

use of barrel-shifting techniques4.28, compensation across much broader temperature ranges

can be achieved while staying in the lfJ-per-bit electro-optic regime. Indeed, it is only

necessary to be able to shift each ring by the channel spacing. Implementation of this

technique, however, adds overhead to the power consumption, and this overhead is given by:

~Axlog2N, where N is the total number of resonators and A is the 2-by-1 electrical multiplexer

energy consumed at the given CMOS node. For the 45nm, 32nm, 22nm and 11 nm CMOS nodes,

the estimated energy consumption of this technique for 86 resonant modulators (71 active and

15 redundant) with a channel spacing of 75GHz will be 17.88fJ-per-bit 9.9fJ-per-bit, 4.3fJ-per-

bit, and 1.3fJ-per-bit, respectively435 which is expected to scale to <1 fJ-per-bit below the 1 Onm

node4.36. In addition to the barrel-shifting circuitry, one must also account for the modulator
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control circuitry. This circuitry includes the modulator driver, the feedback loop, and a monitor

receiver, as shown in Figure 4.18-a.
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Figure 4.18 - a) Diagram of the required integrated electrical circuitry to drive, and control the modulator and

barrel shifter to correct for channel hopping between modulators. b) The energy consumption scaling of the

modulator subsystem as a function of CMOS node scaling, showing sub-fJ-per-bit driver and total electronics

energy at advanced CMOS nodes.

Here, the receiver, attached to a weak drop port, constantly monitors the modulator output

and the feedback loop processes that output and locks the modulator to the laser line by

adjusting the DC bias of the modulator driver as described in the preceding paragraphs. The

energy consumption of such a modulator driver and a monitor receiver were experimentally

measured on a 45nm CMOS node to be 20fJ-per-bit and 69fJ-per-bit, respectively (assuming a

receiver responsivity of ~1AW-1)4 317. The energy consumption of the feedback loop was also

measured on a 180nm CMOS node to be 0.43mW (e.g. 17.2fJ-per-bit at 25Gb-per-s operation)

4.38. It is important, however, to note two things. First, in previous low-power modulators, which
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rely on thermal tuning, the lowest thermal tuning of ~1 75fJ-per-bit at 25Gb-per-s still clearly

dominates over the driving circuitry in the energy consumption budget. In contrast, for the

modulator presented in this work, the circuit energy consumption now dominates the overall

energy consumption, an important achievement. Second, current CMOS power consumption

is technological, not fundamental, at this level as is shown in Fig. 6b. Among other things, given

the CMOS energy consumption scaling43 9 , we can see that the driver will consume <1fJ-per-bit

at or below the 1 Onm CMOS node and the total circuit including feedback and the barrel shifter

will consume <1fJ-per-bit below the 4nm CMOS node. We therefore expect that with

improvements in CMOS technology, the total modulator plus driver circuit energy

consumption can be kept in the 1fJ-per-bit range for this device.

4.10 Summary and discussion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an athermal silicon photonic modulator with the

largest electro-optic response, lowest power, and lowest single-ended voltage demonstrated

to date over a 1 00C temperature range. The record 250pm-per-V (30GHz-per-V) electro-optic

response enables error-free 0.9fJ-per-bit operation at a data rate of 25Gb-per-s with an AC

coupled drive of 0.5VpP in a 4.8pm diameter microdisk modulator. Further, the large response

leads to a small parasitic (0.24fJ-per-bit) tuning energy consumption but when combined with

a reduction in the modulation energy consumption to 0.79fJ-per-bit at the compensated

temperature, leads to a total energy consumption of 1.03fJ-per-bit over a 7.5"C temperature

range. Over a 10*C temperature range, the increased leakage current increases the tuning

energy consumption to 2fJ-per-bit, while sustaining error-free 0.77fJ-per-bit operation at a data
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rate of 25Gb-per-s for a total energy consumption of 2.77fJ-per-bit. Driven harder, the

modulator demonstrates open eye-diagrams out to 44Gb-per-s. The electro-optic response of

the circularly contacted vertical junction device is up to ten times larger than that achieved

with lateral junction based modulators, thus, enabling both efficient modulation and the

electro-optic control of the resonant frequency. The combined result improves upon the

overall energy consumption of modulators by nearly two orders of magnitude. No other

resonant modulator today is capable of achieving a similar result. Yet, these results represent

only the beginning of electro-optic control of the resonant frequency. Future modulators and

filters with maximized capacitance-per-unit volume (e.g. in multiple vertical junctions such as

an n-p-n junction or perhaps high spatial frequency interleaved junctions) in a smaller footprint

will clear the way for direct control of even greater temperature variations with even less

leakage current. While the modulator represents only one component of a silicon photonic link,

as photonics becomes more closely integrated with CMOS, and as the bandwidth requirements

on- and off-chip communications continue to rise, the power consumption of each component

will be pressed to achieve new levels of efficiency in order to fit within the overall power

envelope of the communication link. With their efficient, lfJ-per-bit operation at the

increasingly important 25Gb-per-s data rate, and with the effective elimination of heater power

consumption, these results represent an important first step towards achieving femtojoule-

per-bit class communication links that will prove critical for future on-chip applications.
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5 Advancing electro-optic effects in silicon

Although, we demonstrated state-of-the-art resonant silicon modulators in chapter 4. This

did not change the fact silicon exhibits a relatively small electro-refractive effect. Further, the

effect can be advanced by tuning optical parameters in resonant modulators or realizing new

electro-optic effects in silicon, which will be focus of this chapter.

5.1 A fast-light silicon microdisk modulator

The electro-refractive index change (An) shifts the resonance frequency (f) with respect to

a continuous-wave (CW) laser frequency, modulating the amplitude of the transmitted light.

A large electro-optic resonance frequency response Af of 30GHzN was demonstrated in

section 4.7, leading to a record low energy consumption of 1 fJ/bit at 25Gb/s within a compact

silicon microdisk modulator'-. However, photon lifetime within the cavity mostly dictated the

electro-optic bandwidth rather than the large RC bandwidth, indicating the need for a larger

Afto enable full potential. Until now, the electro-optic resonance frequency shift, Af, has been

improved only by optimizing An when in fact, Af is also inversely proportional to the group

index (ng), Af/f=An/ng (see sections 2.3 and 4.4). Reducing ng (i.e. fast light) will increase the

frequency shift of a resonant cavity as shown in Figure 5.1-a and provides a new lever for

increasing the electro-optic frequency response Af.
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The group index is defined as ng=neff - A x dneff/dA. In a typical highly confined silicon

waveguide, the effective index decreases as the wavelength increases (i.e. anomalous

dispersion) due to waveguide dispersion. Silicon bulk material dispersion52 is small compared

to waveguide dispersion to alter the group index. Therefore, the group index is larger than the

effective index in a typical silicon waveguide. However, dispersion can be manipulated with a

transmission or reflection grating to lower group index with induced dispersion'.

a _-, An=4.5e-4, A=1564nm bC 0 0.5
Z80 4

Fast Light m Ligt5
0 3.5

S503

40 \ This Work Slicon
* Resonant 2

30 Modulator
2a) 1.5~ 20 220nm

LL1 2 3 4 5 E Contacts NBody Si 1e-4 1e-4 2e-4 3e-4 4e-4 5e-4Group Index (ng) On+ Ep+ [n Ep Grating Strength (An kpk)

Figure 5.1 - a) Resonance frequency shift as a function of group index is plotted. Parameters are written on top.

b) 3D depiction of the fast light resonant silicon microdisk modulator with embedded electro-optic grating. c)

Approximated group index of the electro-optic grating as a function of grating strength, where Qi t=9000,

=1 564nm, neffr2.28, AM340nm.

Here, we demonstrate a fast light silicon resonant modulator for the first time by

embedding an electro-optic Bragg grating into the compact silicon microdisk as shown in

Figure 5.1-b. The electro-optic grating is formed by spatially distributed p-n junctions that

simultaneously alter An and ng. The An difference between the holes and electrons (Anpk

pk=IAne-Anh) are used to create a relatively weak grating (K=Anpk-pkXn/4neffA) with a long

interaction length (Leff=1/a=QintX/ng). At the Bragg wavelength (A=Abragg/2neff), group index
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scales approximately by 1 /(KLeff+1) for KLeff<1 as shown in Figure 5.1-c53. When the modulator

resonance is aligned with Bragg wavelength, the Af of 36GHzN is achieved. For resonances

away from the Bragg wavelength, the measured Af was only 25GHzN, identical to a reference

resonant modulator on the chip. The large Af at Bragg wavelength indicates a reduction in ng

by 1.44 times, improving electro-optic bandwidth and signal integrity (i.e. high extinction and

low insertion loss).
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Figure 5.2 - a) The fields used in the transfer matrix method for expressing a fast light resonator. b-c) Transfer

matrix and the elements of the electro-optic grating. The depletion (dd) is varied for different bias voltages for

representing the optical modulation. d) The matrix for solving the transmission of the fast light resonator.

For designing the modulator, we used the transfer matrix method'- combined with

electrical and optical simulations. The bus-to-resonator coupling region is modeled as an 8-

port system where the four forward (aoI,bo',a ',b ) and four backward waves (ao ,b0 ,al ,b ) are

involved (Figure 5.2-a). The forward coupling coefficients are based on a 3D finite-difference-

time-domain simulation. The interaction and weak coupling from forward to backward waves
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in the coupler is extracted from experimental results. The propagation in the ring is modeled

as a reflective Bragg grating with 4-ports, two forward (ai,b1 ) and two backward (a ,b, )

waves (Figure 5.2-b and 5.2-c), similar to 51. The n and p type doping distribution and depletion

regions are determined from Sentaurus process and device simulations at various DC voltages,

assuming azimuthal and vertical dependence but no radial dependence. The dopant

distributions are transformed into dispersive index distributions using the relations in 51
-2
5. The

propagation constants for n and p type doped silicon and depletion regions are simulated by

a complex cylindrical finite-difference modesolver. The resultant transfer matrix for the fast

light modulator is shown in Figure 5.2-c.

The resonance frequencies at A1 564nm and A-1 61 Onm are driven by OV and -1V DC bias

and shown in Figures 5.3-a and 5.3-b. Away from Bragg condition (N=161Onm), the electro-

optic grating did not alter the group index and the resonator shifted by Af=23GHzN. However,

at Bragg wavelength (X=1 564nm=2neffA), the simulated group index is reduced by 1.48 times

and the Af was 34GHzN.

To characterize the fabricated modulator (Figure 5.1-b), a CW tunable laser is coupled to

the inversely tapered Si waveguide through a single-mode fiber. The polarization of the fiber

mode is adjusted such that only the on-chip transverse electric (TE) mode of the waveguide is

excited. Then, the CW laser is tuned to obtain transmission spectrum of the microdisk

modulator at OV and -1V DC bias. Frequency spectrum and shifts are shown in Figures 5.3-c

and 5.3-d. The frequency shifts were the difference in resonance frequencies at these bias

voltages. The group index is indeed reduced by a factor of 1.44 (1.44=36GHz-per-V/25GHz-

per-V). This agrees well with the simulation results in Figure 5.3-a and 5.3-b.
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detectors. However, this is not true for the next FSR at A-1610nm. Due to the limitations in

amplifiers and receivers at X-1610nm, a reference modulator with a grating period of

A~440nm is also measured at Ak1 564nm with a frequency response of 25GHzN. Then, a lVpk-

pkdrive PRBS data is applied to the fast light resonant modulator with a grating period of

A~340nm and a reference modulator with a grating period of A~440nm. Transmitted open

eye diagrams at A~1564nm and at a data rate of 12Gb/s, shown in Figure 5.4, are received by

an external receiver. The eye diagrams are showing improved signal integrity and bandwidth.

Both eye diagrams were "error-free" or exhibit a bit-error-rate <le-12. The energy

consumption is also estimated to be 2.4fJ/bit at 1Vpk -kdrive voltage.

Reference Modulator

%A
, 1

0
Fast Light Modulator

C l IL=0.75dB
0

Figure 5.4 - Optical eye diagrams at 12Gb/s of the reference and fast light modulator, driven by a non-return

to zero on-off keying pseudo-random-bit-stream with a pattern length of 2111.
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This result represents a paradigm shift in resonant modulator design and implementation,

indicating a new direction toward high bandwidth and low energy modulation. There is

significant room for improvement and the method can be applied to all opto-electronic

devices (e.g. tunable filters and phase shifters).

5.2 Field-induced second-order nonlinear effects in silicon

Second order nonlinear optical effects are not present in the complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) compatible materials (e.g. Si, SiN, Si0 2 and Ge). This stems from the

fact that these materials are centro-symmetric and second order nonlinear susceptibility, X(2)

,in a centro-symmetric media is inhibited in the electric-dipole approximation. This provides

a significant challenge for second order electro-optic effects or second harmonic generation

(SHG) in the CMOS compatible platform. Recently, X2 ) in silicon was realized through material

engineering. A SiN stressor layer was deposited on a silicon waveguide to induce a large stress

gradient, breaking the centro-symmetry. SHG in this waveguide was demonstrated with an

efficiency of P2 m/P/ 2=10 5%/W and an estimated (2)-44pmN/V5-. The low efficiency is

attributed to the phase mismatch between the pump and signal wavelengths. Further, SHG in

a SiN resonator was also demonstrated with an efficiency of P2 /P2=0.1 %/W5.8. The efficiency

was low due to the relatively small ;r
2

)<0.04pmN that originated from the SiN surface.

Though these methods have realized SHG in a CMOS compatible platform, the efficiency was

low compared to SHG with non-centro-symmetric X (2) media in other integrated platforms

(e.g. LiNbO3, P2,/PW 2=204%/W 9 , GaAs, P2W/PW2=6.6%/W. 10, GaN, P2W/PW 2=0.02%/W51-"). High

SHG efficiency is required to stabilize octave-spanning combs for precise frequency
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references 5'2 .The demonstrations in other integrated platforms was possible due to large ;r2)

high modal overlap and phase matching between the pump and signal modes.

When an electric field is applied to a centro-symmetric material, the dipole moments

orient in the direction of this field, inducing an asymmetry in the harmonic oscillator model

and breaking the crystalline symmetry5' -14 The third order nonlinear susceptibility, X(3), is

converted to r(21 through this process. The field-induced second order nonlinear effect in the

form of SHG was observed in silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistors or Schottky

contacts. 14. A pump laser was focused to the gate of the MOS transistors or Schottky contacts

and the reflected second harmonic signal below the silicon transparency region (i.e.

A<1.07pm) was measured as a function of applied DC bias. The generated second harmonic

signal was proportional to the electric field. However, SHG efficiency was not determined and

the efficiency is expected to be small due to the nanometer scale interaction length and large

optical losses below silicon transparency. This effect is strong in silicon because silicon exhibits

a large X (3) compared to other common CMOS compatible materials such as SiN and SiO 2 '-".

In fact, field induced nonlinear optical effects based on high order susceptibilities scale with

an applied electric field.6"1 4 and the upper limit of the field-induced X(2) is imposed by the

silicon breakdown field, E'( -40V/pm- 16. The field-induced r2 )can also act on the signal to

perturb the electric permittivity. This is referred to as the DC Kerr effect or quadratic electro-

optic Kerr effect5-1 7 , an inherently phase matched process.

The DC Kerr effect is an inherently phase matched four-wave mixing process, involving two

fundamental fields (e) and two DC fields (Ec) in the form of X(-);cOO)5'5. EFISHG is a
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four-wave mixing process that involves two pump fields (e,), an output harmonic signal field

(e 2 ) and a DC field (EDC) in the form of XH (- 2w;ww,O) 5.15. For an applied DC and optical

fields along the x direction, E' and e', the nonlinear displacement current of interest of

isotropic silicon'6- 5 is

Linear Polarization Electro-optic DC Kerr Effect Field Induced Second Harmonic (EFISHG)

D = e [ eSe, cos(wt) + 12X(Ece. cos(wt) + 3X )ExDex cos(2wt)

where ecand es, are the vacuum and relative silicon permittivities, respectively. The EFISHG and

DC Kerr effects induce a relative permittivity related to theX$ tensor element and the

applied DC field.

5.3 Field-induced DC Kerr effect in silicon

Here, we demonstrate the electric field-induced DC Kerr effect in integrated silicon ridge

waveguides. The waveguides were implanted with ions to form compact p-i-n junctions,

which concentrate electric fields and utilize the large X 3)of silicon. The DC Kerr effect is

demonstrated in a silicon Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a V'L of 2.4Vcm and in a

microdisk resonator with an effective field induced y( =10.7pm/V, X(2 = 7pm/Vand a

nonlinear electro-optic shift up to 15.5GHz at an applied bias of only 5V. At large applied

voltages, electro-optic phase shifts were dominated by DC Kerr responses over the traditional

electro-refractive responses. The microdisk resonator is characterized with TE and TM mode

excitations. Vertical junction was generated a DC field parallel to the TM polarization. When

the DC field and the optical field are oriented orthogonal or parallel, the DC Kerr effect was
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significantly different. The large birefringence of the phase shift verifies the nonlinear origin

of the DC Kerr effect.

A silicon ridge waveguide with an embedded p-i-n junction, shown in Figure 5.5-a, was

designed to demonstrate the DC Kerr effect. The core of the silicon waveguide is 500nm wide

with an intrinsic region, w. The w; was simulated using Synopsys's Sentaurus software suite,

fitting to w, = 200+58 VDC +0.5 in nanometers. This was chosen to minimize the relative

electro-refractive permittivity change due to the plasma-dispersion effect.16 .The fundamental

TE mode was selected for maximal confinement and propagation was chosen to be in the z

direction. The optical mode profile,e', shown in Figure 5.5-b, was simulated using the finite

difference mode solver. The x, y and z directions are aligned with the (0 1 0), (0 0 1) and (1 0 0)

crystalline axes of the silicon wafer. The generated electric field is aligned with x direction (i.e.

E> = E = 0) for utilizing the diagonal (i.e. largest) tensor elements in the third order

nonlinear susceptibility of silicon, X" = 2.45 <40-'9m2V-2at A-1.55pm 5.18. This is realized with

the lateral p-i-n junction. Using the dielectric polarization, the DC Kerr relative permittivity is

expressed as AedC, e 2 = E., where the electric field is Ex = Vcw, and VDC is the

reverse bias. Assuming a small perturbation to the refractive index, the index perturbation was

approximated with AnDCKe =AEDC Kerr/2J 5". The overlap integral between the intrinsic

region and the optical mode was used to determine effective DC Kerr index perturbation,

nf = An, eee dv, where the optical mode (e') was normalized using eex*dv=1.e V de peru wa s e V

The DC Kerr index perturbation was simulated as a function of bias voltage, shown in Figure
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5.5-e. Since the intrinsic silicon width slightly changes with the applied voltage, the plasma

dispersion effect was also simulated using the method in"1 and shown in Figure 5.5-e.
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Figure 5.5- a) The p-i-n junction inside the ridge silicon waveguide and vias are sketched to indicate important

device dimensions. b) The modal electric field profile for fundamental TE excitation is illustrated. c) The ridge

waveguide is used as a phase shifter in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). d) The measured transmission

spectra of the bar and cross ports of MZls with 3mm and 4mm long phase shifters are plotted as a function of

DC bias. e) The measured refractive index perturbations are plotted as a function of DC bias for both MZls. The

simulated DC Kerr, plasma dispersion (P. D.) and total index perturbations are overlaid with the experimental

data for comparison.

The designed silicon ridge waveguides are placed in Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZls)

as optical phase shifters for characterizing DC Kerr relative permittivity (Figure 1.c). MZls with

3mm and 4mm long phase shifters were fabricated on a 300mm silicon-on-insulator (SO)

wafer (see Methods-Fabrication). A continuous-wave (CW) laser at A-1580nm was coupled
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through a single mode fiber (SMF-28) to an inverse silicon taper. The linearly polarized output

of the SMF-28 and the fundamental TE mode of the on-chip waveguide were aligned using a

fiber polarization controller. The laser power is split into two arms with a broadband silicon

3dB coupler. The optical path difference between the Mach-Zehnder (MZ) arms was

minimized with a silicon heater in one of the MZ arms and the MZ arms were interfered using

the silicon 3dB coupler. Then, the bar and cross ports of the MZIs were recorded as a function

of applied voltages to a single arm of the MZIs (Figure 5.5-d), demonstrating a VL of 2.4Vcm.

The other arm of the MZI was also doped for minimizing loss difference between the MZ arms.

The insertion losses due to the fiber couplers were subtracted. The power difference between

the cross and bar ports were normalized and fitted with cos(2nAn(VD)L/), where L is the

Mach-Zehnder arm length and An(VDc) is the induced refractive index as a function of applied

voltage, plotted in Figure 5.5-e. This shows good agreement with the plasma dispersion effect

for small electric fields (i.e. voltages) and the DC Kerr effect for large electric fields, confirming

the existence of field induced nonlinear effects in silicon.

In a silicon waveguide with a vertical p-n junction, the electric field is generated primarily

in the y direction (El)(, =El)(, =0) and the light propagation is in z direction as shown in

Figure 5.6-a. Here, the transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized field is aligned with the (1 0 0)

crystalline axis,EDCy //E7 and induces a strong nonlinear polarization A A In

contrast, the transverse-electric (TE) polarized field is orthogonal to the DC field, ELcy I E7I

and induces a weaker polarization, ADE = AE. In such a junction, a trapezoidal electric field
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Figure 5.6 - a) The p-n vertical junction silicon waveguide is depicted, showing the interaction of the applied

DC and optical fields. b) The depletion width, electric field, relative permittivities due to DC Kerr effect and

electro-refraction are plotted with respect to the silicon waveguide height. c) 3D sketch of a microdisk

modulator that is measured for DC Kerr effect.

in the vertical is generated and the peak electric field is expressed as E,.,
qNw,

2= ,/where q

is the elementary charge, N=N =N/)is the acceptor or donor doping concentration and wd

is the depletion width (Figure 5.6-b). The depletion width for an abrupt p-n junction is

SVw, =2 8i .The V, given by V, = V
qN

+ 08, is the voltage difference from the built-in potential

O = 0.7V. Using this relation, the peak electric field simplifies to Ej = qNV.

The effective DC Kerr permittivity perturbation that acts upon the propagation constant

requires the calculation of the overlap between nonlinear electric permittivity and optical
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T A DgChTMETETM *ETM dv
mode profile over the silicon cross-section(vo),AecDC e = J ETE,TM*ETE,TM dv 

Although the exact solution is calculated using the overlap integral in the following sections,

here, we assume a flattop distribution of the optical mode within the silicon core. This

assumption simplifies the relative nonlinear permittivity to

TEff DCKer TW - %YYXvXt _(V31 3/2)
AcCer f H 0H ___

,where H is the silicon core thickness. The effective second order nonlinearity can be calculated

TE, TM

and the tensor relationship, 2)Y AY-'reff

In contrast to the DC Kerr effect, the electro-refractive effect is related to the change in

carrier concentration rather than the electric field itself (see chapter 4 for explanation in detail).

This change in carrier concentration occurs only at the edges of the depletion width (Awd),

inducing an index perturbation over a relative small perturbation volume (Figure 5.5-b).

Similar to the DC Kerr effect, the effective permittivity perturbation requires the calculation of

the overlap between electro-refractive permittivity and optical mode profile over the silicon

eTM T EE TM, TE *E TM, TEd

cross-section, Ase.;TE E TM, TE *ETM, TEdV Using the assumptions and derivations in

chapter 4, we can come to an accurate equation,

TE TM S2n,((A+jC)N 4ej(A+jC) F_
H H go (F
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For a cylindrical resonator, the frequency shift of a resonant mode (tO,) due to the

nonlinear index perturbation is previously derived in section 4.4. Here, we expand this relation.

ATE, T M 
_m X ( T +A6D',7 if)

It is important to note that the nonlinear phase and frequency shifts scale with V1 2 in a p-n

junction. Therefore, the DC Kerr effect based modulators should operate with low voltage

swings on top of a large DC bias voltage to achieve large extinction ratios. This will also lower

free-carrier losses, device capacitance, power consumption and increase the electrical

bandwidth. In comparison, the electro-refractive phase and frequency shifts scale with V Vin

a p-n junction. Therefore, the frequency/phase shifts follow the electro-refractive effect at low

bias voltages and follow the DC Kerr effect at large bias voltages in a silicon p-n junction. This

was not the case for p-i-n junction since the electro-refractive effect is negligible except for

very small voltages.

The spectral response of a vertical junction microdisk resonator similar to the reference

microdisk modulator in section 4.6, is measured by exciting the fundamental TE-mode and TM-

mode of the bus waveguide and the resonator with the Agilent 81600B tunable laser source

(Figures 5.7-a and 5.7-b). The on-chip laser power was calibrated and kept below -20dBm to

eliminate optically induced nonlinearities. The spectral scans at applied DC voltages spanning

0 to 5V (reverse bias) revealed the extinction ratio and frequency shifts for TE and TM

polarizations (Figures 5.7-c and 5.7-d). The reverse bias current was below 0.1 pA in this voltage

range, minimizing the thermal frequency shifts (<0.1 GHz). The frequency shifts for TE and TM

excitation were measured off of the each resonance dip (Figure 5.7-d). The nonlinear DC Kerr,
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Figure 5.7 a-b) The radial optical mode profiles for fundamental polarizations within the microdisk

resonator. c-d) The measured spectra as a function of applied reverse bias for fundamental polarizations

within the microdisk. e-f) The simulated and measured electro-optic frequency shifts as a function of applied

reverse bias for fundamental polarizations within the microdisk.

electro-refractive and total frequency shifts were also calculated for both TE and TM

polarizations using the derived equations above and the effective and group indices of the

modes, shown in Figure 5.7-a and 5.7-b. The calculated curves were overlaid with the
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experimental results in Figure 5.7-e and 5.7-f, showing good agreement. From OV to 5V DC

bias, the frequency shifts from the electro-refractive and the DC Kerr effect were 15.6GHz and

10.4GHz (corresponding to x2 = 7pm/V) for TE polarization, respectively. Over the same

voltage range, the shifts from the electro-refractive and the DC Kerr effect were 5.5GHz and

15.5GHz (corresponding to (2) =10.7pm/V) for TM polarization, respectively.

5.4 Comparison of DC Kerr and Electro-refractive effects

Although, we have compared the DC Kerr and electro-refractive effects within a single

microdisk modulator, we did not compare the effects in structures tailored for each effect.

Here, we will compare results of a vertical junction MZ modulator, designed for electro-

refractive effect and the lateral junction modulator in section 5.3, designed for DC Kerr effect

(Figure 5.8).

The vertical junction modulator was designed to resemble the doping profile and the

performance of the published work in s.29. The spectral response of the 1.5mm and 3mm long

vertical junction Mach-Zehnder arm is measured from the bar and cross outputs of the

interferometer. The fundamental TE-mode of the ridge waveguide is excited using the Agilent

81600B tunable laser source. The on-chip laser power was kept identical to the microdisk

measurements to eliminate optically induced nonlinearities. Both of the arms of the

interferometer were identically doped and contacted to induce same free-carrier losses on

both arms, but only one of these arms is phase shifted. The spectral scans at applied DC

voltages to a Mach-Zehnder arm spanning 0 to 7V (reverse bias) revealed the phase shifts and

V. at X=1 550nm, (Figure 5.8). The relation with the Bar and Cross output power (PB,PC) and the
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phase shift $ is determined by O= cos"j - )and V, is the voltage level that the Bar and Cross

output powers are flipped. The reverse bias current was below 0.1 pA in this voltage range

thereby the thermal phase shifts are negligible.
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Figure 5.8 - The measurement results of a vertical junction MZ modulator, designed for electro-refractive

effect and the lateral junction modulator in section 5.3, designed for DC Kerr effect.

The comparison shows that electro-refractive effect produces roughly a factor of 2 better

VL compared to DC Kerr effect. This is extracted using the fit in section 5.4 from the bar and

cross port measurements of these modulators. However, except the pi phase shift, there are

other important factors in a MZ modulator, linearity, loss and chirp. The linearity of the

refractive index change with respect to voltage is quite important to achieve single side band

modulation or analog modulation. In fact, the refractive index change for DC Kerr effect based

lateral junction modulator is clearly linear with voltage. However, if signal can be still chirped

if the loss is changing significantly as a function of voltage. The loss change of DC Kerr effect

based lateral junction modulator during the 12V swing is 3dB less than the typical electro-
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refractive vertical junction modulator. This chirp is quite important for achieving a clean signal

without spurious harmonics at the transmission. The chirp also ultimately limits the

performance of digital systems if the data is transmitted long distances.

5.5 Voltage controlled low loss distributed bragg reflectors

The fact that the DC Kerr effect based phased shifts with small electro-optic loss were

demonstrated, inspired new designs using this effect. In laser cavities, distributed bragg

reflectors with varying reflection and bandwidth were being used. However, the reflectivity of

the bragg reflector is set and can't be changed. If the reflector was made out of spatially

periodic p-i-n junctions in a ridge silicon waveguide, the applied voltage can control the
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Figure 5.9 - The waveguide cross-section, TE mode profile, beat length and two exemplary voltage controlled

bragg reflector simulations are depicted.
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reflection and bandwidth. For this purpose, quasi-phase matched reflectors are designed for

a silicon waveguide thickness of 380nm. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.9 and

the parameters for these designs are summarized in table below.

I_ __ Voltage Controlled Reflector
Slab Width [nm]

400
400
400
400
400
400
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800

Wavelength [um]
1.5
1.5
1.55
1.55
1.6
1.6
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.9
2
2

2.1
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.9
2
2

2.1
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.9

2
2

2.1
2.1
2
2

2.1
2.1
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.3

L-beat [nm]
271
542
284
568
298
596
336
672
365
730
396
792
427
854
323
646
350
700
377
754
406
812
315
630
339
678
365
730
392
784
358
716
383
766
409
818
437
874

Loss [dB/cm]
1.979
1.979
2.357
2.357
2.787
2.787

2.5124
2.5124

3.36
3.36

4.413
4.413
5.68
5.68
1.39
1.39
1.87
1.87
2.48
2.48
3.24
3.24
0.85
0.85

1.144
1.144
1.52
1.52
1.99
1.99

1
1

1.3
1.3

1.69
1.69
2.16
2.16

Full Reflection Length [mm]
2.687
2.687
2.833
2.833

2.9915
2.9915

3.1
3.1

3.38
3.38
3.7
3.7

4.09
4.09
2.87
2.87
3.07
3.07
3.28
3.28
3.53
3.53
2.79
2.79
2.95
2.95
3.12
3.12
3.3
3.3

3.05
3.05
3.2
3.2
3.36
3.36
3.54
3.54

Table 5.1 - Simulated voltage controlled DBRs with estimated full reflection lengths

This exercise showed that for lasers that are lasing in telecom, datacom and near infrared

wavelengths, a voltage controlled low loss (<1dB) reflector can be designed and integrated.
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Overlap [%I
71.4
71.4
68.7
68.7
65.9
65.9
69.7
69.7
65
65

60.2
60.2
55.18
55.18
77.8
77.8
74.5
74.5
70.8
70.8
66.9
66.9
82
82

79.5
79.5
76.7
76.7
73.6
73.6
80.1
80.1
77.6
77.6
75
75

72.3
72.3
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These reflectors can be also used as a filter. However, standing wave nature of these reflectors

require circulators to observe drop port.

5.6 Field-induced second harmonic generation in silicon

Although, DC Kerr effect is clearly shown and verified in section 5.3, electric field-induced

second harmonic generation (EFISHG) is required for strong and absolute verification. Here,

we demonstrate EFISHG in integrated silicon ridge waveguides that were implanted with ions

to form compact p-i-n junctions, which concentrate electric fields and utilize the large X 3)of

a o d

0

1 1

01

C X [itmi L
Si Substrate

VVia ia Intrinsic c-Si
800nm 800nm ,P+ Si Wn+ S

p+ p$10nrn220nm + p si = n Si

SiO2  Edc = Metal Contacts

Figure 5.10 - a-b) The modal electric field profiles at pump and second harmonic signal wavelengths are

illustrated, showing maximal confinement inside the silicon core and a large overlap. c) The p-i-n junction

inside the ridge silicon waveguide and vias are sketched to indicate important device dimensions. d) 3-D sketch

of the ridge silicon waveguide and quasi-phase matched spatially periodic layout of the p-i-n junction. The

dimensions are not to scale.

silicon. For efficient EFISHG in silicon, the fundamental pump and signal modes are quasi-

phase matched with periodically formed p-i-n junctions. In this configuration, a SHG efficiency
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of P2w/PW2=12%/W at Xw=2A2w=2.29pm was measured, the most efficient CMOS compatible

SHG to date. This corresponds to an effective field-induced X,() of 41pm/V at an applied DC

bias of -21V. When the waveguide width and the spatial period were changed, SHG was

recorded at multiple wavelengths spanning from Xw=2.16pm to AX=2.42pm. The signal power

scaled quadratically with pump power and proportionally with the applied reverse bias that

verifies the nonlinear origin of the EFISHG. The SHG spectrum follows a sinc 2-like envelope,

showing good agreement with theory.

For EFISHG, the x polarized pump and signal modes (e', e') in a silicon ridge waveguide

were both chosen to be fundamental TE modes, shown in Figure 5.10-a and 5.10-b.

Fundamental modes achieve maximal confinement in the silicon core and a large overlap

between the pump and second harmonic signals. The generated DC electric field is applied

along x direction with a lateral p-i-n junction (Figure 5.10-c) to align with the fundamental

modes. The silicon core is left intrinsic to minimize free-carrier losses and generate a uniform

DC electric field. In this case, the EFISHG permittivity is related to the induced second order

susceptibility using X" = 3XEx, 5I5. Signal and pump wavelengths at X2 -1.145pm and

AX~2.29pm were chosen for the design. The signal wavelength was selected within the

transparent silicon region to minimize absorption. The model in5 20 and the third order

nonlinearities in" 9-26 were used to estimate the tensor element to be

X 3= (6 3.5)x 10-' 9m2 /V 2 at A-2.29pm. This uncertainty is due to large differences in

reported X/3) of silicon around Xw~2.29pm 5 .20 26. Then, the bulk second order nonlinearity

within the silicon waveguide can be as large as X22 = 3 )E = 72 42pm/V for an applied
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field that is equal to the silicon breakdown field, E'. =40V/pm. The effective second order

nonlinear susceptibility X-9 that acts upon the pump and signal modes, is determined using

the overlap integral over the intrinsic silicon area, v,, and waveguide area, v0 ,

2) =3(J D ee e*Ek dv . The pump and signal modes (ex,ex ) were normalized

using De'e 2* dv =1. The core of the silicon waveguide was chosen to be 800nm wide for

maximizing the overlap integral between the fundamental TE pump and signal modes while

minimizing the required electrical voltage for generating large electric fields. The electric field

within the silicon core waveguide was simulated using Synopsys's Sentaurus software suite.

When a reverse bias of 21 V is applied to the junction, the electric field is quite uniform inside

the silicon core with E>=25V/pm and the effective second order nonlinearity was simulated

to be t) = 26 +15pm/V.

Although a large second order nonlinearity can be induced in silicon, the pump and signal

propagation constants (k,,,k) are required to be phase-matched for efficient second

harmonic generation, 2k, - k2 = 0. This is not the case for the fundamental TE optical modes.

The pump and signal should be coupled only when both are in phase and decoupled when

both are out of phase. This is referred to as quasi-phase matching. A spatially periodic electric

field along the waveguide is required for quasi-phase matching pump and signal modes in

silicon. The complex propagation constants were extracted using numerical simulations. In

numerical simulations, the silicon and SiO2 refractive indices for pump and signal wavelengths

were determined using the fit parameters to the Sellmeier's equation ins.2. The carrier
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distribution within the silicon ridge waveguide was simulated using Synopysy's Sentaurus

suite. The carrier distribution was converted to electro-refractive index distribution using the

fit parameters for plasma-dispersion effect in sections 4.5-4.6. These fit parameters were

extracted at Ner~1.55pm. The electro-refractive index distributions at pump and signal

wavelength were scaled by (Aw/Xer) 2 and (A2 /Aer) 2 , following the plasma-dispersion relation in'-5.

The refractive indices and electro-refractive index distributions at pump and signal

wavelengths were combined, respectively. The mode profiles and complex propagation

constants for the resulting index distributions were simulated using a finite-difference

modesolver. The loss coefficients at pump and signal wavelengths were extracted from the

imaginary part of the complex propagation constants. Including waveguide and modal

dispersion, propagation constants of k. = 6.132pnI,k, = 16.627pwn-I at Ak-2.29pm and

A2.-1.145pm were simulated. Therefore, lateral junctions that were placed with a period of

A = 1.441Bn, is required to realize the periodic electric field, shown in Figure 5.1O-d. The

period was selected to match two times the coherence length for first order quasi-phase

matching_15 s 27, 2k"'" -kp" + = 0. The generated second harmonic power P21 for a quasi-0) 2 O A

phase matched nonlinear media was derived using nonlinear coupled mode theory and the

undepleted-pump approximation in"'5 ,
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Figure 5.11 - a-b) The analytically calculated on-chip second harmonic generation curves for estimated

maximum, average and minimum second order susceptibilities are plotted as a function of pump power and

wavelength. The measurement data is overlaid for comparison, showing an effective second order nonlinearity

of m Pn 4 V. The p-i-n junction was reverse biased at 21V. The CW pump power was Po=25mW in (b). c)

The microscope image of the integrated second harmonic generator is shown with the single mode fibers (left:

SMF-2000, right: SMF-28) and the DC ground-signal-ground probe.

8L,,,P- sin AkL,,,, /2) + sinh L(2a, -a 2 ,)L /4]
P24, 2 _ /?? 0expL (2act) + a,,,) L / 2] 2- ,,)L/4

conn,,112A (AkL,,,,, /2) +F(2a , -a,) L/4T

where n,=2.245 and n 2w=3.043 are the effective refractive indices at the pump and signal

wavelengths, a,=3.6cm- and a 2,=.2cm' are the simulated optical power loss coefficients at

pump and signal wavelengths, P, is the pump power, A =0.0915pm 2 is the modal area, L=1 mm

and Lqpm=0.5mm are the nonlinear waveguide and the quasi-phase matched section lengths,

Ak = k" - 2k'I" - 2;T/A = 2zn,/A, - 47n,/,IA - 2;f/A is the phase mismatch between the
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pump and second harmonic signal including the quasi-phase matched period. The pump

power dependence of the SHG was calculated using the equation above, shown in Figure 5.11-

a. The SHG efficiency was estimated to be within 0.9%/W P 2 J/P' 2 12%/W. The spectral

response of SHG at Po=25mW was also calculated and plotted in Figure 5.11-b. The spectral

bandwidth of the main lobe was 6.5nm. Furthermore, when the waveguide width and the

spatial period are altered in different waveguides, the quasi-phase matched pump

wavelength was designed to be within AX=2A 2m=2.15pm and Xk=2X 2m=2.42pm.

The designed second harmonic generators were fabricated on a 300mm SOI wafer (Figure

5.11-c). A near-infrared CW tunable pump laser was free-space coupled to one end of a single

mode fiber (SMF-2000) and the other end of the fiber was cleaved. The cleaved fiber end was

used to couple pump laser to an on-chip inverse silicon taper. A polarization controller was
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Figure 5.12 - a-b) The on-chip CW optical pump and generated second harmonic powers are measured as a

function of wavelength and applied voltage bias using a spectrum analyzer. The CW pump power was

PK=25mW. The SHG power got stronger with a larger reverse bias voltage, following EFISHG theory.
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used to align the linearly polarized output of the SMF-2000 and the fundamental TE mode of

the on-chip waveguide. The on-chip pump laser power was calibrated using waveguides with

varying lengths. The maximum on-chip pump power around .- 2.29pm was measured to be

Po=25mW (Figure 5.12-a), limited by the coupling losses and pump laser. The second harmonic

signal at kr-1.145pm was collected using a lensed single mode fiber (SMF-28) and the fiber-

to-chip coupling losses were calibrated using waveguides with varying lengths. The lateral p-

i-n junctions within the waveguide were DC biased spanning from 0.5V to -21V. SHG was not

observed when the diode was forward biased (Vdc>0.5V), indicating negligible background

SHG from stress and silicon-SiO 2 interface contributions. The second harmonic signal was

recorded as a function of the applied DC bias, shown in Figure 5.12-b. The maximum SHG

signal was measured at VDC=-21 V. The reverse bias current passing through the p-i-n junction

was below 0.1pA at VDC=-21V and electric fields were below breakdown field. The maximum

SHG efficiency was P2 /PW 2=12%/W at a pump wavelength of w-2.29pm. When the

measurement results were overlaid with the simulation results in Figure 11-a, the effective

field-induced second order nonlinear susceptibility was determined to be _2) = 4lpm/V. The

SHG spectrum was also measured as a function of reverse bias voltage, and showed the

expected sinc 2-like response (Figure 5.13). The spectral response at VDc=-21 V is overlaid with

the simulations in Figure 11-b.
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Figure 5.13 - The spectral dependence of the SHG power was measured as a function of wavelength and

applied voltage bias using a spectrum analyzer.

Furthermore, when the waveguides with different widths and spatial periods were tested, SHG

was observed at multiple wavelengths spanning from Xw=2X2w=2.16pm to Xw=2A2w=2.42pm,

agreeing well with the simulated quasi-phase matched pump wavelengths (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14 - The SHG of multiple waveguides with different quasi-phase matching periods are plotted for

different wavelengths. The CW pump power was E' , 25Vpm-' PI=1 9mW and at all wavelengths.
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5.7 Broadband SHG in silicon

The next challenge was to design broadband SHG devices. The non-critical quasi-phase

matching condition was already achieved in the past results. However, the dispersion

difference between the modes at pump and harmonic wavelengths limited the optical

bandwidth. This problem was analogous to bragg grating filters. The typical way to increase

filter bandwidth is to chirp the period to match various frequencies at different position of the

reflector. We used the same idea here to frequency chirp quasi-phase matching period within

the field-induced second harmonic generator.
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Figure 5.15 - The piece-wise calculation and simulation results of a standard and chirped broadband second

harmonic generator
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Instead of modelling with a closed form equation in section 5.7, the second harmonic

generator is divided into multiple pieces that correspond to different quasi-phase matched

wavelength (Figure 5.15-left). The output of each piece is represented with E, (i), where i

represents the piece number. The position of the generated second harmonic signal is

important since the pump signal will propagate until the quasi-phase matched second

harmonic generator, E2 o)(Ee 1",'). Then a fixed position at the end of the waveguide is

chosen and output of each piece is propagated to that point, E2 ,(Ece1,X' )e--2,,(Lx) . The

group walk is assumed to be small, which is the case if the second harmonic generator is less

than 5mm. This assumption forced all of the harmonic signals to be coherent. In final stage,

harmonic signals are interfered E2.) = JE 2 (EOeIx )e J k6-LX and power of the second

harmonic signal is determined. When the waveguide is not chirped, this piece-wise calculation

method is compared against the closed form equation in section 5.7 (Figure 5.15-right). The

agreement was absolute. The next step was to chirp the quasi-phase matching period and a

linear chirp is applied, shown in Figure 5.15-right. The non-uniform second harmonic

generation distorted the shape of the output. An exponentially decaying quasi-period as a

function of length is applied to fix this distortion and nearly uniform second harmonic

generation is simulated (Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.16 - Three simulation results for a broadband quasi-phase matched and chirped second harmonic

generator design.

5.8 Sum and difference frequency generation in silicon

Using the second order susceptibility, sum and difference frequency generation (SFG and

DFG) can be also realized. DFG is a four-wave mixing process that involves pump fields (ee1,

e.2), an output signal field (e,, 1 2) and a DC field (E DC) in the form of x") ( 1 - co ; co,,-cO) 5915.

For an applied DC and optical fields along the x direction, E'( and e", the nonlinear

displacement current of interest of isotropic silicon is
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Here, we will focus on octave mixers that can generate a comb line from a supercontinuum

without the carrier-envelope offset. If the comb lines at fw2=mfre,+feo and f"i=nfrep+feo are

selected, then the difference frequency at f.1, 2 =(m-n)fre, can be generated. The phase

matching condition to satisfy is k,_, =k(91 + k , 2 - Ak , where Ak is 2r divided by the beat

length. Considering silicon transparency window, the design parameters and simulations

results that are quasi-phase matched are summarized in table 5.2.

Voltage Controlled Mixer
Slab Width [nm] Wavelength1 [um] Wavelength2 [um] Wavelength-out [um] Lbeat [urn] Conversion [%IW]

1000 1.2 3 2 1.5844 5
1000 1.2 2.9 2.05 1.5423 8
900 1.2 2.8 2.1 1.537 6
900 1.2 2.7 2.16 1.503 9
800 1.2 2.6 2.23 1.519 7
1000 1.3 3 2.29 1.688 3
1000 1.3 2.9 2.36 1.659 7
900 1.3 2.8 2.43 1.6735 6
900 1.3 2.7 2.51 1.655 9

Table 5.2 - Octave mixer simulation parameters and the results are summarized.

The quasi-phase matched voltage controlled octave mixer is quite versatile and a conversion

efficiency above 3%/W can be achieved. SFG can be used for measuring timing jitter and auto-

correlation of superposed two mode-locked lasers53.

5.9 Summary and discussion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a fast light modulator and field-induced second

order nonlinear susceptibility in silicon waveguides using CMOS compatible fabrication

methods. The fast light modulator advanced the electro-optic frequency response up to 1.4

times the reference modulator by modifying the group index with an electro-optic grating.

The electro-optic grating is formed by a spatially periodic p-n junction.
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The origin of this second order nonlinearity is the large third order nonlinear susceptibility

of silicon combined with large electric fields generated by p-i-n junctions, breaking the

crystalline symmetry of silicon. The DC Kerr effect in silicon is used as an optical phase shifter

in a MZI, demonstrating a VnL of 2.4Vcm. A quasi-phase matched EFISHG is demonstrated with

a conversion efficiency of P2 /PW=1 2%/W at Xw=2A2w=2.29pm in a 1 mm long ridge silicon

waveguide. This corresponds to an effective field-induced x(2) of41pm/V. When the

waveguide width and the spatial period was changed, SHG was measured at multiple

wavelengths spanning from AX=2.16pm to Xw=2.42pm. The efficiency can be further increased

using a longer silicon waveguide. The spectral bandwidth can be also improved by chirping

the quasi-phase matching period. Furthermore, the field-induced j() in silicon can be used in

sum and difference frequency generation and electro-optic modulation.
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6 Ultralow power 3D integrated silicon

electronic-photonic links

6.1 The need for ultralow power electronic-photonic links

Computation within complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) chips is doubling

every eighteen months at a fixed energy budget and cost, following Moore's Law. This energy-

constrained scaling is realized through the increasing use of multi-core architectures and the

reduction of the switching power at progressive CMOS nodes. However, introducing multiple

cores massively scales communication bandwidth and energy consumption within the chip. In

fact, in emerging CMOS nodes, the communication power is expected to engulf the power

budget for computations. On-chip electrical pipelined (repeated) links typically consume 50-

to-1 00fJ/bit-per-mm (Figure 6.1)6.1-2. By 2020, a chip is expected to communicate at 576Tera-

bits/sec over an average distance of one millimeter, consuming 58 Watts 6-1, almost equivalent

to the power budget of a current chip including both communications and computations.

Disruptive on-chip communication alternatives that reduce the energy-per-millimeter are

required, leaving the majority of the power budget for computations. With the advent of low

loss waveguides, optical communications are the ideal alternative for extending Moore's Law

for both on-chip computations and communications. If such a result is achieved, the electrical

and optical interconnects between microprocessor nodes, memory, server blades and racks
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can also be replaced and unified. In addition to these benefits, the optical communications will

have low latency, which will enable an all connected network architectures with no bandwidth

bottlenecks as opposed to the traditional buffered architectures. For instance, the system and

on-chip memory can be unified in an external package that is shared with multiple graphical

processing units (GPUs) and central processing units (CPU).

Although there are multiple electronic-photonic platforms, silicon photonics is the only

option that leverages existing CMOS-compatible fabrication. This is important due to cost-

effective and large-scale fabrication capability. On this platform, we demonstrated electro-

optic modulators, thermo-optic filters and high responsivity photodetectors. However, these

benefits cannot be realized without close integration of silicon photonics to the CMOS

electronics. The 3D integrated silicon photonics and electronics platform simultaneously

enables close integration and independent optimization of each platform. However, existing

3D integrated electronics and photonics platforms are bottlenecked by the large parasitic

capacitance (>1 00fF-per-via) of the interface (e.g. microbumps 63 or Through-Silicon-Vias (TSV)

6.4)

a .0b C -
Potonics

CMetal 12 * Through-Oxide-Via
1000 Body Si

*Ge
TOV

SOO CMOs Photonlcs Metal 2
J Slicon Photanks

r._ Eneogy Reducdon Q Metal 15
ThIsWork. OS. Handle

- Electronic-Photoni n Gate

Intrachip Distance (mm) CMOS Metal 5

Figure 6.1 - a) On-chip communication energy of the electrical and electronic-photonic intrachip link in a

modern chip as a function of length. b-d) The 3D depiction and images of flip-wafer integrated silicon electronic-

photonic 300mm platform with low capacitance interface (TOVs).
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Here, we demonstrate for the first time a wafer-scale 3D electronic-photonic integrated

platform, interfaced by the low capacitance (1.45fF-per-via) Through-Oxide-Vias (TOV) (Figure

6.1-b,c,d)65-6. The silicon photonics was fabricated on a 300mm (silicon-on-insulator) SOI wafer

with 100nm minimum feature size. A 65nm bulk CMOS electronics was also fabricated on a

300mm electronic wafer separately. The 300mm photonic wafer is flipped upside down to form

an oxide-to-oxide bond between photonics and electronics. After bonding, the silicon handle

is stripped off from the photonic SOI wafer (Figure 6.2). TOVs are drilled through the oxide to

connect electronics and photonics top metal layers (Figure 6.1-c). Back metal is patterned only

on top of the wirebonded TOVs, thereby eliminating excess capacitance. Then, the bonded

wafer is examined for cracks or gaps between the wafers, see Figure 6.1 -d.

Photonic Wafer CMOS Wafer

* Flip photonics
- Etch substrate
e Place thru-oxide

vias(TOV) and
back metal

Bo Flipped
Photonic

Wafer
9ond ng x

CMOS
Wafer

Figure 6.2 - Cross-section of 3D TOV hetrogeneous integration process
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6.2 An ultralow power 3D integrated silicon electronic-photonic

intrachip link

The order-of-magnitude lower interface capacitance enabled our silicon photonics

platform to realize a silicon electronics and photonics intrachip link that operated "error-free"

(bit-error-rate < 10-12) at 5Gb/s with a record low energy consumption of 250fJ/bit without

signal equalization. When the data is fed directly into the integrated modulator driver, the

integrated vertical p-n junction silicon microdisk modulator operated "error-free" at 12Gb/s.

The integrated transmitter, consisting of the driver and the modulator, consumed only

9.4fJ/bit. The sensitivity of Ge detector-based integrated receiver was -19.2dBm at 5Gb/s,

enabled by the high responsivity of 0.85A/W at A-1510nm and low device capacitance of

7.55fF. Given this high sensitivity detector and low waveguide losses, the intra-chip link

required an on-chip laser power of only -1 5.2dBm or 6fJ/bit at 5Gb/s. These fixed costs indicate

that optical link becomes more beneficial for lengths of more than 3mm, shown in Figure 6.1-

a.

We characterized the transmitter consisting of a vertical junction microdisk modulator and

an on-chip driver (Figure 6.3-a). The fabrication and the performance details of the stand-alone

microdisk modulator are explained in chapter 1 and 4. For high-speed measurements, an

external pulse pattern generator (PPG) is used to generate a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) on-off-

keying (OOK) pseudo-random-binary-sequence (PRBS) with a pattern length of 2- 1. The PRBS

data and complementary data, AC coupled 1.OVpp signals, are applied to the integrated

electronics with a non-terminated high-speed Infinity probe through the back metal pads.
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Figure 6.3 - a) The 3D depiction of the integrated transmitter, including a modulator driver and the vertical

junction microdisk modulator (sliced to show the crossection). b) The open eye diagrams (extinction ratio (ER),

insertion loss (IL)) at 5Gb/s and 12Gb/s for an NRZ-OOK PRBS modulated data and a pattern length of 211-1. c)

The BER as a function of received power for an external LiNb03 modulator and the integrated transmitter.

The differential current-mode receiver converted the external PRBS data to CMOS data, which

is then fed to the modulator driver with just two inverters and microdisk modulator, thereby

encoding electrical bits to optical bits. The supply was 1.2V and the modulator was driven in

depletion mode from OV to -1.2V. The CW laser was aligned to the transverse-electric (TE)

resonance of the modulator (A-1529nm) and the optical transmission was received with an

external PIN-TIA detector. The received optical eye diagrams with 5dB extinction ratio and 1 dB

insertion loss at 5Gb/s and 12Gb/s are shown in Figure 6.3-b. For quantifying the signal

integrity, the received data is attached to the external bit-error-rate tester (BERT) and the power

after the chip is controlled with a variable optical attenuator (VOA). The BERT curves of the

integrated modulator at 5Gb/s and 12Gb/s, shown in Figure 6.3-c, is compared to an external

commercial lithium niobate (LibNO3) Mach-Zehnder modulator. The integrated modulator

exhibited "error-free" operation at 5Gb/s and 1 2Gb/s and the power penalty of the integrated

modulator was 0.5dB at both data rates. The capacitance of the components was extracted
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from the measured switching energy, utilizing the electronic-photonic circuit replicas at each

stage of integration. The total switching energy (Es=CV2) was 37.2fJ/bit and the total energy-

per-bit of the transmitter was 9.4fJ/bit (Ebit--CV 2/4). The driver was connected to the modulator

with two TOVs, having a capacitance per via of 1.45fF. Further, the modulator and driver

capacitances were measured to be 9.5fF and 13.6fF, respectively. The resistance of a TOV was

also measured using a chain of TOVs to be negligible (<1-ohm-per-via).
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Figure 6.4 - a) The 3D depiction of the Ge detector. b) The measured bandwidth as a function of applied

reverse bias. c) The measured responsivity as a function of wavelength, >0.85A/W at A~-1510nm. d) The dark

current as a function of bias voltage, 2.1 nA or 52.5pA/pm 2 at -IV bias.

Finally, we attached the standalone detector in chapter 3 (Figure 6.4) to the flip-wafer

integrated receiver. The receiver consists of a TIA plus cascode pre-amplifier and a comparator.

The chip is wire-bonded to a standard cpu package using the back metal pads that are

deposited on top of the desired TOVs within the electronic-photonic wafer (Figure 6.5-a). The

transmitter macro, characterized above, is combined with the receiver macro to form a silicon

electronic-photonic intrachip link within a system chip, shown in Figure 6.5-b,c. Within the

system chip, there were 16-million functional transistors and over one thousand functional

optical components and TOVs. The 16M transistor electronic chip contains 32 Multicell
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Figure 6.5 - a-b) The 3D system chip and flip wafer integrated electronic-photonic intrachip link, involving

functional photonic transmitter, recevier and TOVs. c) The sketch of the intrachip link with the optical power

budget. d) The receiver BER curves of the intrachip link and a link formed with an external LiNbO 3 modulator.

subblocks that enable a full self-test of modulators and receivers within the link (Figure 6.6).

Each Multicell is composed of eight RX as well as eight TX macros, enabling in-situ testing of a

wide variety of photonic devices. The Multicell also contains an expansive digital backend

infrastructure to enable full, self-contained characterization of each of the eight TX and RX sites.

Characterization is accomplished through on-chip, self-seeding PRBS generators and counters.

The 2-311 length PRBS data sequence gets fed into one of the TX macro sites, which serializes

the data and drives the resonant modulator device imprinting the data sequence on the light

in photonic waveguide. On the RX side, this modulated light is fed into one of the eight RX

macros. The output of this RX macro is an eight-channel bus, marking the deserialized input

optical data. These eight channels proceed on into the backend's bit-error rate (BER) checkers,

which count the total number of errors between the received data from the RX macro and the

ideal sequence provided by the seeded PRBS generatorTo enable this large device count, the
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chip required a serializer and deserializer backend, which was initially limited the bandwidth of

the system chip to 5Gb/s.

3 500pm ~
4 ED0~.*FeeegUgeeede~
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3D Integration

44
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Figure 6.6 - Photonic and CMOS die views and multicell architecture

For characterizing the intrachip link in this platform, an NRZ-OOK PRBS data is seeded by an

on-chip pattern generator (PPG) with a pattern length of 21-1. The data is fed to the

driver/modulator, imprinting it onto the optical domain. A CW laser is aligned to the resonance

of the modulator at A ~ 151 Onm. The input laser power was -1 5.2dBm. The insertion loss of the

modulator was 1dB, the NRZ-OOK PRBS format introduced an additional -3dB loss and

waveguide loss was 1.4dB/cm. The received power at the detector, biased at -1.2V, was -
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19.2dBm and the average photocurrent was 13.3pA. An on-chip BERT circuit is used to quantify

signal integrity of this link. The intrachip link transmitted and received bits with a BER <1 e 12 at

a receiver threshold of 11.5pA, shown in Figure 6.5-b. When the integrated modulator is

bypassed and the on-chip receiver is coupled with an external commercial lithium niobate

(LibNO 3) Mach-Zehnder modulator (i.e. forming a link), the "error-free" receiver threshold was

1OpA, indicating an intrachip link power penalty of only 0.5dB (same as modulator power

penalty) (Figure 6.5-d). The energy consumption of this 5Gb/s link was a record low 250fJ/bit,

where transmitter electronics and photonics consumed 9.4fJ/bit, receiver electronics

consumed 240fJ/bit and the required input laser energy to achieve error-free operation was

6fJ/bit at 5Gb/s (-1 5.2dBm).

6.3 An ultralow power 3D integrated silicon electronic-photonic

chip-to-chip link

Here, we demonstrate for the first time an optical chip-to-chip link built in a

heterogeneous, 3D integration platform using TOV technology 57 .The optical chip-to-chip link

is a part of the wafer-scale heterogeneously integrated technology-development and

demonstration platform with low-energy optical transmitters, receivers, and comprehensive

backends for performance characterization (Figure 6.6).

The TX macro (Figure 6.7) consists of a thermo-optically tunable vertical junction

depletion-mode microdisk modulator driven by an 8-to-1 serializer and driver head with on-

chip PRBS input. The cathode of the modulator diode is connected to 1.2V while the anode is

modulated from 0 to 1.2V. The modulator p-n junction is reverse-biased during modulation.
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Figure 6.7 - Transmitter schematic and die photos.

Given that the leakage current is small, the energy is consumed only when the

transitions charge the reverse-biased junction capacitor. With a total modulator driver

capacitive load of 12.4fF (modulator diode and TOV), at 6Gb/s the whole macro consumes

1 OOfJ/bit (5fJ/bit modulator, 1 5fJ/bit driver, and 80fJ/bit serializer). Heterogeneous integration

allows us to use the state-of-the-art ring resonant modulators with a large electro-optic

response, which enables low power modulation using small voltage swing (1.2V) while still

maintaining sufficient extinction ratio. Measured from the modulator transmission spectra at

OV and -1.2V dc biases, the device should ideally achieve 6.2dB extinction ratio (ER) and 1.8dB

insertion losses (IL). The modulator can also be modulated between a slightly forward-biased

regime and depletion regime by lowering the bias voltage of the anode (i.e. -0.2 to 1.OV). This

will further improve extinction ratio of the modulator. A tunable CW laser source was coupled

to an on-chip silicon waveguide through a vertical grating coupler. The laser frequency was
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aligned adjacent to the resonance frequency of the modulator ring at A -1 520nm (Figure 6.8-

a). The TX circuits drive the 31-bit PRBS sequence into the modulator, achieving the non-return

to zero on-off keying (NRZ-OOK) modulation eye at 6Gb/s, as shown in Figure 6.8-b, with 6dB

extinction ratio and 2dB of insertion loss, which agrees well with the passive transmission

spectrum. The fast rise-time indicates the potential for faster operation, but the results are

currently limited by the global high-speed clock distribution network that spans the whole

chiplet and supplies the clock to all the multicell macros.

0 --------------------------------------------------- --

0 4

E R 6.2dB

8 OV
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.10
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Wavelength [nm]

Figure 6.8 - Measured modulator transmission spectrum and eye diagram.

The RX macro (Figure 6.9) consists of a Ge photodiode placed on top of the electronics

and connected to the receiver circuitry via TOVs with minimal parasitic capacitance. The trans-

impedance-amplifier based (TIA-based) receiver circuit has a pseudo-differential front-end

with a cascode pre-amplifier feeding into double-data rate (DDR) sense-amplifiers and

dynamic-to-static converters (D2S). The TIA stage with 3k-Ohm feedback contains a 5-bit

current bleeder at the input node, which is set to the average current of the photodiode. This
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Figure 6.9 - Receiver architecture and photodiode die photo.

allows the TIA input and output to swing around the midpoint voltage of the inverter. The TIA

input and output are directly fed into a cascode amplifier with resistive pull up. The bias voltage

of the cascode is tuned through a 5-bit DAC. Adjusting this bias voltage results in a trade-off

between the output common-mode voltage and the signal gain of the cascode stage. More

specifically, increasing this bias voltage results in a higher cascade gain but lower output

common-mode voltage that reduces the sense-amplifier speed. For a given data rate, an

optimal bias voltage is determined so as to minimize the overall evaluation time of the sense

amplifier. The proceeding sense amplifiers then evaluate the cascode outputs before getting

deserialized and fed into on chip BER checkers. Each sense amplifier has a coarse, 3-bit current

bleeding DAC as well as a fine, 5-bit capacitive DAC for offset correction. An external Mach-

Zehnder modulator with extinction ratio of about 10dB driven by an FPGA sourced PRBS

sequence is coupled into the chip to enable stand-alone receiver characterization. During the

initial seeding phase, the incoming receiver data are used to seed the

on-chip PRBS generators for the BER check. The receiver and deserializer achieve 7Gb/s with a

BER below 10-1.
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The germanium detector, similar to the one in Figure 6.4, is used for the detector. At

1520nm, the responsivity of this detector is 0.73A/W, resulting in optical RX sensitivity of -

14.5dBm at 7Gb/s, for electrical sensitivity of 26pA. The overall energy consumption is 340fJ/bit.

The TIA+cascade pre-amplifier stage consumes 70fJ/bit. The sense amplifier, current plus

capacitive correction DACs, and the dynamic-tostatic converter together consume 1 20fJ/bit.

Finally, the deserializer consumes 150fJ/bit. Figure 6.10 shows the sensitivity of the receiver as

a function of data rate. Additionally, bathtub curves for the two slices of the DDR receiver are

also shown.

30

10
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Figure 6.10 - Measured receiver average photo-current sensitivity over different data rates and BER bathtub

curves for both receiver slices.

A 100-meter optical link operating at 5Gb/s is demonstrated (Figure 6.11), illustrating the

functionality of all the required optical and electrical components in this heterogeneous

platform. Figure 6.11 also shows the optical power breakdown per stage within the full link. A

CW laser at A-1 520nm is coupled to the on-chip TX macro of Chip 1 using a vertical grating

coupler. The coupler insertion loss was 7.5dB. A PRBS generated data within this TX macro are
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fed into the modulator driver, which in turn modulates the ring resonator. The output of the TX

macro including the coupler is the modulated light with 6dB extinction ratio. This light is fed

into an optical amplifier providing 8dB of gain. The 8dB amplifier is necessary to mitigate part

of the 15 dB chip-to-chip coupler loss in the optical data path (7.5dB per coupler) due to

unoptimized coupler designs. The amplifier feeds into the 100 meter fiber proceeded by a

90/10 power splitter. A monitoring scope, using the 10% output, is used to ensure that an

optical eye is visible. The 90% output is coupled into the RX macro. The Ge photodiode is used

within the RX macro to convert incoming optical data to an electrical bit stream.

100 m fiber
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TX Macro pRX Macro
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5.2
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Figure 6.11 -Full optical link with optical power budget and performance.
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This photodiode receives -1 2.3dBm and -1 8.3dBm optical power for a bit 1 and 0, respectively.

Figure 6.11 shows high signal integrity, the output BER plot indicating at least 10-0 bit accuracy.

This BER plot sweeps two parameters within the RX macro. First, the delay of the RX clock with

respect to the TX clock is shown on the x-axis. Second, the corrective capacitor DAC within the

receiver sense amplifiers is swept and shown on the y-axis. For particular delays and capacitive

DAC values, a steady BER<1 0 -n is observed, illustrating the margins for the robust operation of

the link. The transceiver electrical energy cost is 560fJ/bit and the optical energy cost is

4.2pJ/bit (taking into account the amplifier gain). With optimized couplers (e.g. <3dB6.8), the

required optical energy would scale down to below OdBm (200fJ/bit) thereby eliminating the

need for the optical amplifier.

TX modulator:. TX driver:
5fJ/bit 15fJ/bit

TX serializer:
80fJ/bit

RX Deserializer:
200fJ/bit

RX TIA+Cascode:
97fi/bit

RX SA+Cap DAC
+02S1

160f /b it

Figure 6.12 - Electrical energy breakdown for TX and RX macros in a chip-to-chip 5Gb/s silicon electronic-

photonic link.
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Figure 6.12 shows the electrical power breakdown of TX and RX macros within the link at

5Gb/s data rate. Table 6.1 presents the comparison to previous non-monolithic electronic-

photonic chip-to-chip transceivers.

This work [9] [101
CMOS Technology 65nm 40nm 65nm

Integration Flip-Wafer Flip-Chip jibump Flip-Chip
3D TOV

RX Data rate [Gb/s] 7 10 8
RX Energy [fl/b] 340 395 275

RX Area [mm2 ] 0.0025 0.02 0.036
Cinterconnct [fF] 3 30 200

RX Ckt. Sens. [ptA] 26 20 53.7
RX Opt. Sens. [dBm] -14.5 -15 -12.7

TX Data rate [Gb/s] 6 10 5
TX Energy [fJ/b] 100 140 808

TX Area [mm2 ] 0.0015 0.0012 0.04
Link DR [Gb/s] 5 10 -

Link Energy [fJ/b] 560 535

Table 6.1 - Comparison of prior art on non-monolithic electronic-photonic chip-to-chip transceivers.

6.4 Summary and discussion

A flip-wafer integrated silicon electronic-photonic platform with low capacitance TOVs is

demonstrated for the first time. The platform enabled an electron ic-photonic intrachip link that

consumed less energy than an electrical pipelined intrachip link. The first large-scale 3D

integrated photonic chip-to-chip link manufactured in a 300mm CMOS foundry is also

demonstrated over 100m. The functional 3D-assembled chips with 16M transistors and 1000s

of photonic devices illustrate the high yield of the CMOS, photonic fabrication and 3D

integration processes. This is the first major step towards Moore's Law for on-chip
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communications, enabling fixed cost/energy at an increased bandwidth. Combined with the

wavelength division and polarization multiplexing, the bandwidth of the photonic system can

be readily scaled further.
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7 Final thoughts and conclusions

Almost six years ago, when I just started work on my PhD, the silicon photonics platform

had some preliminary building blocks. While proposals leveraging the technology proliferated,

actual practical demonstrations of the technology in silicon were rare. There were challenges

to overcome that attracted me as a research assistant. The moment I realized the demise of

Moore's law for computations due to communication bottlenecks. I knew that communication

power can be significantly reduced with silicon photonics. This was not a new idea but I set a

power consumption target for a photonic link that can even replace some wires within a micro-

processor. This required each component within a communication link to be reduced to single

femtojoule energy consumption. Such an achievement can revolutionize many industries

including data-centers, super-computers and tele-communications. More importantly,

eliminating bandwidth bottlenecks can enable new network architectures. With a goal to

eventually demonstrate ultralow power interconnects, I embarked on this six-year long journey

to overcome the hurdles of electronic-photonic integration.

The work in thesis resolved the issues that prevent the realization of ultra-low power

interconnects: filter, modulator power consumption, efficient detectors and electronic-

photonic interface capacitance. To address filter and modulator power consumption, we

developed insights on how to optimize and control thermo-optic and electro-optic effects.
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Initially, the fabrication and thermal variations experienced by microring resonators are

resolved with thermo-optic effects while modulators are demonstrated with the electro-optic

effect. During the demonstration of modulators with less than single femto-joule energy at

25Gb/s, we realized that the electro-optic tuning can be used with almost no static energy

consumption. This was an important discovery that paved the way for ultralow power links.

Next step was to realize an efficient detector, a mode-evolution based coupling is developed

to minimize impedance mismatch between the bus silicon and germanium-on-silicon

waveguides. This resulted in state-of-the-art germanium detectors. Final step was to combine

the electronics and photonics wafers. Here, the interface capacitance of integration is

decreased with through-oxide-vias. When everything is combined in a communication link a

power consumption as low as 250fj/bit for a complete photonic link without the laser

integration is realized. When compared to the technology specifications we projected in our

initial study almost four years ago, the platforms demonstrated in this thesis are not just

functional, but also competitive in performance and efficiency.

While working on this challenge, field-induced nonlinear effects in silicon popped up as

another challenge. This was to break crystalline symmetry of silicon without altering our CMOS

compatible process. To achieve this goal, the large third order nonlinear susceptibility of silicon

is converted to second order nonlinear susceptibility with the aid of large electric fields. If such

nonlinear electro-optic effects can be realized in silicon, DC Kerr effect based lossless phase

shifters, second harmonic generators were possible. After a rigorous design effort, both of

these results are demonstrated with an efficiency closer to LiNbO 3.
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There are much more to investigate and realize using low power very large scale

integrated systems and second order nonlinearity in silicon. I hope that this thesis serves as a

start for an advanced silicon photonics platfrom.
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